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ABSTRACT. The author uses a cognitive developmental approach to investigate educational conceptions, addressing the question, How does evaluative reasoning about education change over the course of cognitive development? The author conducted independent
analyses of the developmental level and conceptual content of 246 interview performances of individuals aged 5 to 86 years. The developmental level of the interview performances was assessed with a content-general scoring system, the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System. A Rasch analysis of the results revealed 6 developmental levels
and provided support for invariant sequence, developmental spurts and plateaus, and similar developmental patterns for childhood and adulthood levels. The results of the subsequent analysis of the propositional content,of the same interview texts were used to produce qualitative descriptions of changes in evaluative reasoning about education across
the 6 levels identified in the data. Finally, descriptions constructed in this way, although
richer and less prone to reification, were shown to be conceptually analogous to the stage
definitions produced by other cognitive developmental researchers. The implications of
the method and findings are discussed.
Key words: evaluative reasoning, cognitive development, conceptual development, measurement, Rasch analysis

PHILOSOPHICALDISCUSSIONS ABOUT EDUCATION are invariably valueladen. According to Peters (1964),
[T]o call something "educational" is to intimate that the processes and activities . . .
contribute to or involve something that is worthwhile . . . being worthwhile is part
of what is meant by calling it an "education." (p. 20)
The author thanks Cheryl Arrnon and Michael Commons, who provided some of the interview data for this article.
Address correspondence to Theo L. Dawson-Tunik, Cognitive Science, Hampshire
College, Amherst, MA 01002; tdawson@hampshire.edu(e-mail).
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Educational themes and concepts are fundamentally tied to evaluations of the appropriate ends, means, and content of educational enterprises. This is apparent in
the pedagogical literature, which is rich in discourse exploring the merits of the
various themes and concepts of educational theory (Cooney, Cross, & Trunk,
1993; Doyle, 1973; Frankena, 1973; Labaree, 1997; Pratte, 1971). In a sense, the
central question of pedagogy is, What is a good education? My primary goal in
conducting the research reported here was to address this question by tracing the
development of evaluative reasoning about education across a diverse sample of
children, adolescents, and adults.
During the last century, numerous researchers have examined beliefs and attitudes about education in both adults and children (Bunting, 1984; Kerlinger, 1958;
Oliver, 1953; Sontag, 1968;Wehling & Charters, 1969), but, to date, research into the
development of educational conceptions has been relatively sparse. Most of the research into developing educational conceptions has its origins in early work by Perry
(1970) or is influenced by the application of neo-Piagetian theory to the study of reasoning outside the logicomathematicaldomain (Ammon, Hutcheson, & Black, 1985;
Basseches, 1984, Black, 1989; Kegan, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1990; Loevinger,
1987). A growing, independent strand of research into conceptions of learning has
been developed recently in a field called pheiwrnenography (Giorgi, 1986; Marton,
1994; Sago, 1986; van Rossom, Deijkers, & Hamer, 1985). Although phenomenographers have been somewhat hesitant to make developmental claims about the different ways of thinking identified in their work (this may be changing; see Marton &
Fai, 1999), their findings are remarkably similar to those of developmental
researchers.
Whereas the attitude and belief literatures focus on evaluations of educational practices and aims without reference to developmental effects on these
evaluations, the developmental and phenomenographic literatures describe qualitatively different educational conceptions without reference to the evaluation of
educational practices and processes. My research brings together these two approaches to address the question, How does evaluative reasoning about education
change across the course of cognitive development? To address this question, I
take a novel approach, conducting independent analyses of the developmental
level and conceptual content of 246 interview performances. As Levine (1979)
has pointed out, it is impossible to study content or context effects when these
are conflated with general cognitive abilities, as they are in most conventional
stage assessment systems. Although several attempts have been made to overcome this problem (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987a; Edelstein, Keller, & Wahlen,
1984; Keasey, 1975; Keller & Reuss, 1984; Rosenberg, 1988; Selrnan & Damon,
1975; Simpson, 1976; Stuart, 1967), none has involved a means of independently
coding the hierarchical complexity and content of the same material. To assess the
developmental level and content of the interviews collected for this project, I
conducted an analysis of their hierarchical complexity, independent of their specific conceptual content. I followed this analysis with an analysis of patterns of
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performance on the hierarchical complexity construct, demonstrating that the
scoring system used to determine the hierarchical complexity of performances
captures developmental change. I then conducted an independent, detailed analysis of the propositional content of the same 246 interview texts. The hierarchical
complexity and propositional analyses were subsequently combined to produce
qualitative descriptions of changes in evaluative reasoning about education
across a large segment of the life span. Finally, I show that descriptions constructed in this way are conceptually analogous to the stage definitions produced
by other cognitive developmental researchers.

Educational Conceptions
Investigations into conceptions of education, including conceptions of leaming, pedagogy, and epistemology, have been conducted from a variety of theoretical perspectives. several research programs thatfocus on the development of
educational conceptions are particularly relevant to the present project. These can
be divided into two groups. The first group is directed by the phenomenographic approach, developed by Marton and his colleagues (Giorgi, 1986; Marton,
199% Salgo, 1979; van Rossom et al., 1985). The second group can be labeled
cognitive-developmental. In the education domain, the cognitive-developmental
approach was pioneered by Perry (1970), whose influential research on epistemological development preceded a number of investigations into the development of a variety of educational concepts (Ammon, 1984; Basseches, 1984;
Black, 1989; Loevinger, 1987; McIntyre, 1992; Tarule, 1980;Weathersby, 1980).
Phenomenographic Perspectives

According to Marton (1994), phenomenography is an approach to determine the different ways in which people conceptualize phenomena. Phenomenographic researchers typically conduct lengthy, semistructured interviews in
which respondents describe their thinking in considerable detail. These interviews are then analyzed through a rigorous interpretive process to identify the
different ways in which respondents describe their reflections on the given topic.
The phenomenographic approach was first applied to the study of educational
conceptions by Sago (1979), who identified five qualitatively distinct conceptions of learning in a small sample of college students. These five qualitatively
different conceptions, which the author labeled categories of description, include (a) learning as the increase of knowledge; (b) learning as memorization;
(c) learning as the acquisition, retention, and use of knowledge; (d) learning as
the abstraction of meaning; and (e) learning as an attempt to understand reality
through a process of interpretation. Some time later, and using the same methodology, Giorgi (1986) identified five types of learning concepts that map neatly
onto the categories identified by Salgo. These were (a) learning as the way
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information is acquired, (b) rote learning, (c) learning as application, (d) leaming as understanding, and (e) learning as gaining perspective on reality.
Van Rossom et al. (1985) also used the phenomenographic approach to
study the educational concepts of Dutch college students. They asked 42 firstand second-year arts students to answer a series of open-ended questions, including, What do you mean by learning? and What do you mean by good teaching? Five categories of description were identified, which the authors arranged in
the following developmental hierarchy:
Category 1. Students conceive of learning as the increase of knowledge,
where knowledge consists of an assortment of unrelated facts that are provided
by a teacher. These students also think it is important to understand what they
learn but do not elaborate on their concept of understanding.
Category 2. Students think of learning as memorization and have a "bag of
tricks" or a technological view of good teaching. These students stress the memorization of the knowledge required to answer examination questions. Their concept of understanding is linked to success on exams, and insight is defined as a
general sense of understanding.
Category 3. Students see learning as the application of knowledge and express a strong dislike for memorization. Their concepts of good teachers include
that teachers should be organized, should appropriately limit the freedom of students, and should provide students with the opportunity to be "literally active" in
their learning. At this level, students' conceptions of knowledge include the idea
of reproduction; they think that a good examination offers an opportunity to reproduce or apply their knowledge. Understanding means having an overall or
general sense of subject matter, and having insight means having a deep enough
understanding to be able to apply one's knowledge.
Category 4. Students conceive of learning as insight, which means attempting to see relationships within and across subjects. Their view of good teaching
emphasizes freedom for students to pursue their own learning and opportunities
for learning activities that permit them to construct their own knowledge. Knowledge is still seen as reproduction, but the nature of a good examination changes
from an opportunity to apply knowledge to an opportunity to construct new
meanings by exploring interrelations in subject matter. Understanding a text is
conceived as the ability to comprehend an author's intended meaning. Insight involves understanding the main concepts in a given subject area.
Category 5. Learning is seen as personal development. Good teaching involves teacher-student discourse and an increased emphasis on independent
learning. Students' conceptions of knowledge at this level are an integration of
the idea of reproduction and insight. The ideal examination question requires
critical argumentation. understandingis seen as the same thing as insight, which
is directed toward the creative use of knowledge and study materials.

Marton, Dall'Alba, and Beaty (1993) identified the same five categories of

-
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description and added a sixth. The conception of learning in this sixth category
includes the ideas that (a) learning involves a new way of seeing phenomena, and
(b) this new way of seeing changes the learner.
Cognitive-Developmental Perspectives

Perry (1970) was one of the first researchers to suggest that observed differences in school performance might be due to developmental differences rather
than differences in ability, intelligence, or personality. Using student self-reports
of their experiences in college, Perry claimed that university students' conceptions of knowledge develop through nine developmental positions, from the absolutist position that knowledge is either "right" or "wrong" to the view that
knowledge is relative. Descriptions of these nine positions follow:
Position 1: Basic duality. Students view knowledge as either correct or incorrect. Knowledge is construed as an accumulation of facts collected through
hard work and obedience.
Position 2: Multiplicity prelegitimate. Students recognize that there are conflicting opinions but view some as correct and others as incorrect.
Position 3: Multiplicity subordinate. Diversity and uncertainty are accepted,
but only because the "answer" has not been found yet.
Position 4: Multiplicity coordinate. Students come to the conclusion that
everyone is entitled to his or her own opinion, although right and wrong still prevail in the realm of authority.
Position 5: Relativism generalized. Students view all knowledge as contextual.
Position 6: Commitmentforeseen. Students come to understand that it is necessary for them to commit to a position within a relativistic world.
Position 7: Initial commitment. This commitment is made.
Position 8: Orientation in commitments. Students explore the implications of
commitment and notions of responsibility.
Position 9: Evolving commitments. Individuals situate themselves within
identities that incorporate multiple responsibilities and view commitment as an
ongoing process through which the self finds expression.

Numerous researchers have conducted investigations of epistemological reasoning using Perry's scheme (Baxter-Magolda, 1987; Benack, 1983; CleaveHogg, 1996; Clinchy, Lief, & Young, 1977; Kirk, 1986; Knefelkamp & Slepitza,
1976; Kurfiss, 1977; Widick, 1977). The preponderance of evidence suggests
that epistemological development as conceptualized by Perry (1970) is an agerelated phenomenon. Cleave-Hogg, for example, in her study of 64 adult undergraduate students aged between 30 and 65 years, found that 61 expressed epistemologies that were representative of the two highest levels of Perry's hierarchy,
whereas traditionally aged undergraduate students tended to perform at lower
levels (Knefelkamp & Slepitza; Kmfiss, 1976).

Kitchener and King's (1990) large body of work on reflective judgment,
which was strongly influenced by Perry's (1970) work in epistemological development, included an account of the characteristic epistemological conceptions of
learners at each of five stages (Stage 1 is not elaborated).
Stage 2. Knowledge is certain and resides in authorities.
Stage 3. Some knowledge is certain and other knowledge is uncertain. What
"feels right" is a criterion for determining the veracity of some knowledge,
whereas authority is relied on for other knowledge.
Stage 4. Knowledge is uncertain, but this is because of inadequate information.
Stage 5. No knowledge is certain because interpretation and context figure
in all understanding.
Stage 6. The uncertainty of knowledge is well established, and truth is understood in relation to evidence and context.

Loevinger (1987) also has examined the development of educational conceptions. Her sentence completion test included an "education is . . ." sentence
stem. She described the following four levels in the development of educational
conceptions:
D level: The self-protective level. Education is seen as a thing one has to get
and then has.
13 level: The conformist level. Education is viewed as important for getting
a job.
14 level: The conscientious level. Education is seen as part of one's inner life.
I5 level: The autonomous level. Education is seen as supporting understanding and is viewed as intrinsically valuable.

Lasker and de Windt (as reported in Lasker & Moore, 1980) elaborated this
hierarchy:

D level: The self-protective level. Knowledge is thought of as a means to a concrete end. It is given or demonstrated by external authorities and is motivated by
the desire to satisfy immediate needs. Educational institutions inculcate learning
with examples and demonstrations. Teachers' roles are to show how, and students'
roles are to imitate.
I3 level: The conformist level. Knowledge is seen as the general information
required for life. Knowledge is viewed as objective truth, revealed by authorities.
The value of knowledge is its use for gaining social advantages and maintaining
expected roles; the motive for gaining an education is to impress others, gain acceptance, and attain expected or desirable social roles. The function of educational institutions is to provide the "right" information and to rubber stamp learning, which is viewed as a revelation of truth. When ideas conflict, one is right,
and the others are wrong. Teachers are seen as impersonal presenters of information, and students' roles are to internalize and parrot what is taught.
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14 level: The conscientious level. Knowledge is conceptualized as "knowhow" and is useful for attaining competence, achieving internal standards, and
acting effectively. The source of knowledge is rational inquiry, which involves
goal setting and question posing; the motive for education is to achieve competence at the level of personal standards of excellence. The role of educational institutions is to promote the development of skills and provide opportunities for
analytical thinking. Learning is a process through which the scientific method
and logical analysis are applied. Multiple views are possible, but the truth is
viewed as unitary. Teachers, at this level, are models who apprentice the learner
by posing questions, inviting discussion, and evaluating competencies, whereas
students engage as subordinates in analysis, critique, and practice.
15 level: The autonomous level. Knowledge is viewed as subjective, dialectical, and paradoxical. It is a vehicle through which knowledge of the self unfolds
and can be used to transform both the self and the world. The source of knowledge is personal insight, reflection, and judgment the motive for seeking it is to
achieve understanding, along with the desire to manage one's destiny. The role of
educational institutions is to provide the learner with new experiences, questions,
paradoxes, and dilemmas with the intention of fostering insight. Learning is seen
as a dialectical process of reorganizing ideas into new systems of relations. Teachers are seen as facilitators and resources and work as equal participants with students, who are expected to generate their own interpretations and meanings.
Teachers' educational conceptions have also been the focus of developmental investigations. For example, McIntyre (1992) proposed the following three hierarchical levels of pedagogical reflection by teachers:
Level 1: The technical level. Teachers' educational concepts emphasize the
achievement of specific goals, maintenance of classroom control, and keeping
student attention.
Level 2: The practical level. Teachers' concepts focus on the development of
their own educational ideas, objectives, and practice.
Level 3: The critical level. Teachers' educational concepts embrace wider
ethical, societal, and political concerns.

According to McIntyre, the third level of teacher reflection is rarely found, even
among experienced teachers.
Other researchers have conducted similar investigations of teachers' pedagogical conceptions (Ammon et al., 1985; Black & Ammon, 1992; Jakubowski
& Tobin, 1991; Levin & Ammon, 1992; Oja, 1991; Oja & Ham, 1984). In their
longitudinal examination of student teachers' pedagogical conceptions, Black
and Ammon identified the following five levels of teachers' reasoning about instructional goals, learning requirements, and the nature of teaching:
Level 1. The goal of teaching is to provide students, whose abilities and receptivity determine their learning capacity, with a body of facts and procedures
through lecture and demonstration.
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Level 2. The goal of teaching is to provide, in an appropriate sequence, the
skills needed by students to learn and use facts and procedures. This is accomplished by giving students the opportunity to practice and offering both positive
and corrective feedback.
Level 3. The goal of teaching is to impart, using developmentally appropriate means, correct understandings of the concepts that underlie facts, procedures,
and skills in a given subject area. This is accomplished by providing the opportunity for students to work with materials that are appropriate to their developmental level.
Level 4. The goal of teaching is to help students improve their conceptual
understandings. This is accomplished by engaging students in developmentally
appropriate activities that stimulate thinking and improve understandings.
Level 5. The goal of teaching is to guide students toward ways of thinking
that enhance understanding. This is accomplished by encouraging students to reflect on their own thought processes.
Comparison of Sequences

The phenomenographic and cognitive-developmental evidence that I present in this article suggests that developmental change explains at least some of
the differences among educational conceptions. Developmental changes in these
concepts can be modeled hierarchically. Several developmental hierarchies are
displayed in Table 1. To the left are three domain-general hierarchies. To the'right
are several domain-specific hierarchies. Roughly analogous levels or stages are
aligned on the horizontal dimension, whereas the vertical dimension indicates the
order in which various conceptions are expected to appear during development.
Although it is not immediately apparent from the stage and level names in
Table 1, qualitative comparison of conceptions along the horizontal dimension
reveal similar underlying meanings. For example, at the "learning as memorization" level (Marton et al., 1993; van Rossom et al., 1985), students think of learning as memorization and view good teaching as the application of proper technique in the distribution of factual knowledge. A similar, although perhaps somewhat more sophisticated concept of teaching, is found at Black and Ammon's
(1992) "show and tell" level, at which the goal of teaching is to provide students
with facts and procedures through lecture and demonstration. Both of these descriptions are similar to Perry's (1970) description of his "basic duality" position
at which students view knowledge as an accumulation of facts; Kitchener and
King's (1990) "knowledge as certain and received" stage, at which learners view
knowledge as certain and believe it resides in authorities; and Loevinger's (1987)
"education as a thing to get" level, at which learning is seen as a thing that is
given to learners. This notion is elaborated at Laskar and dewindt's (as reported
in Lasker & Moore, 1980) "conformist" level. At this level, knowledge is viewed
as objective truth, revealed by authorities, and internalized and regurgitated by

'
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students. Across all of the developmental schemes reported in this article, knowledge at this level is viewed as absolute, held by authorities, and learned through
a process of inculcation or memorization.
A shortcoming of the developmental sequences described here is that they
predominantly have been developed on the basis of studies of adolescents and
young adults. The lower levels, which are defined in terms of concrete conceptions of learning, knowledge, and so forth, are rarely found in the performances of
adolescent and adult subjects. In fact, concrete conceptions such as those described by Damon (1979) and Selrnan (1971) are associated in other developmental research with the performances of young children. This raises questions
about the definition of these levels. Fischer and Bullock (1981). Roberts (1981).
and Wohlwill(1973) have argued that it is not possible to define lower stage conceptions on the basis of performances from higher stage respondents, and I (Dawson, 2003) have shown that this practice results in a misrepresentationof the lower
levels of Kohlberg's (Kohlberg & Candee, 1984) moral development sequence.
The similar conceptual content identified at analogous levels of the six systems shown in Table 1 suggests that they may share a common developmental
dimension. The three domain-general developmental hierarchies included on the
left of the table suggest the nature of this dimension, which I refer to as hierarchical complexity.

.s '2 E g E .g E-s 5

HIERARCHICAL COMPLEXITY
Although it is possible to make meaningful interpretive comparisons of levels from independently constructed developmental sequences, it is not possible
to verify these interpretations without first establishing a method for making empirical comparisons (Commons et al., 1989; Commons & Grotzer, 1990; King,
Kitchener, Wood, & Davison, 1989). The most straightforward way to conduct
an empirical comparison of developmental sequences is to score the same material with multiple scoring systems. However, this is not possible when each system has been designed for a different narrowly defined content domain. Another
approach to this problem is to identify a common developmental dimensionone shared by several developmental sequences-and develop a single scoring
system that captures this dimension. In this section, I describe the rationale behind one such assessment system, the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System,
which is based primarily on Commons' (Commons, Richards, Ruf, ArmstrongRoche, & Bretzius, 1984; Commons, Trudeau, Stein, Richards, & Krause, 1998)
General Stage Model and Fischer's (1980; Fischer & Bidell, 1998) skill theory.
The origins of the hierarchical complexity construct, as defined here, are in
the work of Jean Piaget, whose model of mental representation delineates five
developmental stages' (and a varying number of substages). These have been
'The number of stages and substages differs from publication to publication.
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represented as the (a) reflexive, (b) sensorimotor, (c) symbolic or preoperational,
(d) concrete, and (e) formal stages (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). Each of these developmental stages is defined by a set of formal properties. In the Piagetian
model, development from one form of thought to the subsequent form involves a
process of hierarchical integration, in the sense that the actions of the earlier form
become the content of the actions of the latter (Piaget, 1985).
A number of researchers have described general developmental sequences
that elaborate this notion of hierarchical integration (Baldwin, 1894; Case, 1991;
Demetriou & Valanides, 1998; Fischer, 1980; Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979;
Werner, 1948). Recently, for example, Noelting and Rousseau (in press) used the
notion of hierarchical integration to demonstrate that each Piagetian stage comprises 3 levels-two substages and one consolidated stage-to form a hierarchy
of 12 levels covering the period from early childhood to adulthood. The concept
of hierarchical integration is also fundamental to several neo-Piagetian models of
cognitive development, including those of Fisqher, who emphasizes the development of skill hierarchies in particular contexts; Pascual-Leone and Goodman,
who focus on the growth of mental attention and memory capacity; Case, who
describes the development of memory capacity and associated processing structures; and Demetriou and Valanides, who describe hierarchical development in
terms of processing functions.
Hierarchical integration is observable in performance in the form of hierarchical complexity (Commons et al., 1998; Fischer, 1980; Piaget, 2000), but
few efforts have been made to establish a general method that can be used to
measure this property across domains. Instead of identifying the general attributes of different orders of hierarchical complexity and establishing a scoring system based on those attributes, most researchers have employed the notion of hierarchical integration to develop domain-based scoring systems
whose scoring criteria are specific to a particular knowledge domain (Arrnon,
1984b; Colby & Kohlberg, 1987a; Kitchener & King, 1990). In other words,
although the theoretical construct hierarchical integration is considered a global phenomenon, a separate ruler for every knowledge domain in which it is assessed has been constructed. If developmental level could be readily assessed
in terms of its more general features (hierarchical complexity) rather than its
contextual features (domain-specific content and structures), it not only would
become possible to conduct empirical comparisons of development across domains, but researchers could meaningfully examine the relationship between
developmental levels and the conceptual content of a domain, allowing for
cross-context comparisons of conceptual development.

Structure and Content
Structures, as conceived by Piaget, ike open systems of transformations,
composed of elements and the relationships between them. These elements can
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include operations and substructures, such as schemas, concepts, perceptions,
and memories, all of which are interconnected through spatial-temporal, causal,
implicative, and other relationships (Piaget, 1970). Elements, although they
constitute the content of more global structures, have a structure of their own.
For example, a proposition such as "A good education is one in which you learn
what you need to make a living" has structural features. One of these is the connection established between two concepts, learning and making a living. However, the proposition is also content with respect to the overarching structure of
the larger argument of which it is a part. In other words, there may be many layers of structure present in a given performance, and this can be an obstacle to
differentiating between structure and content, making it difficult to determine
where one ought to look for evidence of the overall level of reasoning employed
by an individual.
Despite these problems, Piaget's distinction between levels of structure, in
which he defines substructures as content with respect to global structures
(stages), points to one way to operationalize the content-structure distinction.
Stages can be defined as global orders of hierarchical complexity, and their presence can be inferred from the overarching organization of arguments. The particular propositions constituting these arguments then can be treated as content.
In this way, the most formal and (arguably) universal features of performance are
differentiated from the more context-dependentfeatures. In other words, one can
distinguish between what Piaget calls operations or global reasoning structures
and the particular elements that are operated on with these structures.
In this article, I conceptualize global reasoning structures as orders of hierarchical complexity. The elements of these structures are propositions constructed
within informational, contextual, and complexity order boundaries. Although the
elements have their own structure, in the present context I treat them as content.
This classification is referential. Concepts and propositions are content with respect to the larger structures in which they are embedded.
The possibility of distinguishing structure from content in this way cannot
be taken for granted. In fact, even the wisdom of making such an attempt has
been challenged in the literature. The debate is characterized by at least three distinct positions: W e first of these asserts that form and content are part of a dynamic whole that is irreducible (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987a; Vuyk, 198la, 1981b).
Universal processes may exist, but these cannot be studied independently of their
content. A second position is that developmental differences in both structural
and content features of behavior are an artifact of social transmission, rather than
the result of internal processes (Bandura, 1986; Schweder, 1987). In this view,
there is no basis for distinguishing between them, because they both emerge from
the same source. A third position, and the one I take here, is that structure and
content, although part of a dynamic whole, have distinct features. Structures, at
the level of operations, undergo a series of universally observable hierarchical integrations. It is the content of these operational structures that varies. Structure
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and content, looked at in this way, can be identified and isolated for the purpose
of understanding both their distinct qualities and their interrelationships.

The Shape of Development
Because complexity orders represent successive hierarchical integrations
(i.e., each new complexity order is constructed from the actions of the previous
complexity order), the sequence of development must be from one complexity
order to the next with no kip ping.^ It is generally held that the only way to provide evidence supporting invariant sequence is to conduct longitudinal research,
showing empirically that, within persons, development proceeds sequentially.
Despite the fact that longitudinal data are required to make the most compelling
case for invariant sequence, there are patterns of performance in cross-sectional
data that can provide support for sequentiality. If sufficient evidence that individuals always (within measurement error) perform at either one complexity
order or two adjacent complexity orders is found (i.e., performances are always
either consolidated at one complexity order or in transition from one complexity
order to another), this constitutes evidence consistent with the specified sequence. If, on the other hand, evidence that individuals perform at nonadjacent
complexity orders is found, there is reason to question the specified sequence.
Each of Piaget's original stages is defined by a set of formal properties that
constitute a structure d'ensernble, or structure of the whole. This has sometimes
been taken to mean that the entire knowledge system forms a single unified global structure (Fischer & Bullock, 1981). In some interpretations of stage transitions based on the notion of structure d'ensernble, abrupt global reorganizations
of the knowledge system characterize development, which is modeled as a staircase. However, analogous structures often do not appear to develop in parallel.
This is especially true of analogous structures in different knowledge domains
(Demetriou & Efklides, 1994; Fischer & Bidell, 1998). In response to the lack of
evidence for global (cross-domain) step-like development, some have argued that
development of the cognitive system is better characterized as smooth and continuous (Flavell, 1971). Others, citing evidence of step-like development within
single knowledge domains or on particular tasks, argue that the cognitive system
is best modeled as a meta-system comprising a limited number of interrelated,
dynamic, domain-specific systems whose development is governed by general
developmental processes (Fischer & Bidell; Stevens, 2000; van Geert, 2000).
These proponents of a dynamic systems model of cognitive development
suggest that development can take many shapes, few of them smooth or continuous. This is because dynamic systems are subject to competing forces, includ^The criterion of no regressions is often added to the invariant sequence requirement. However, a dynamic systems approach to development predicts repssions at stage transitions. These have been
identified longitudinally (Fischer & Bidell, 1998; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992% 1992b; van
Geert,1998).
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ing a strong tendency to maintain a state of relative equilibrium, which competes
with a strong tendency to respond to perturbations (disruptions to the state of
equilibrium) by reorganizing. In dynamic systems, reorganization is unlikely to
take place until perturbations reach a "critical" level. A single perturbation (e.g.,
a single contradiction to an existing knowledge system) is rarely adequate, but an
accumulation of perturbations will eventually push the system toward reorganization. These periods of reorganization are relatively abrupt and often appear disorganized, compared with periods of relative equilibrium. Some dynamic systems theorists conceive of these periods of reorganization as catastrophes. Van
der Maas and Molenaar (1992a), for example, have used catastrophe theory to
develop methods for detecting spurts in development and the increasing variability in performance thought to accompany these spurts.
Fischer and Rose (1999), also working from a dynamic systems perspective,
modeled cognitive development as a sequence of overlapping waves, with relatively long periods of consolidation (plateaus), during which performance within a domain tends to be largely homogeneous (i.e., predominantly at a single
complexity order), and shorter transitional periods (spurts) characterized by vacillation between the modal complexity order and its successor. Several other researchers have provided evidence of spurts, drops, or shifts during developmental transitions in childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood that are consistent
with a dynamic systems perspective on cognitive development (Andrich &
Styles, 1994; Case, 1991; Fischer & Rose, 1994; Fischer & Silvern, 1985; Kitchener, Lynch, Fischer, & Wood, 1993; Thomas & Lohaus, 1993; van der Maas &
Molenaar, 1992b; van Geert, 1998;Walker, Gustafson, & Hennig, 2001). For example, Walker et al. found support for a transition and consolidation model of
stage transition by analyzing patterns of stage mixture in their longitudinal study
of moral reasoning. Thoma and Rest (1999) found support for a transition and
consolidation model of development in patterns of performance on the Defining
Issues Test (Rest, 1975). The cumulative evidence for these periods of transition
and consolidation generally supports the complexity orders that I tested in the
present study (single representations through single principles in Table I), although there is, as yet, no evidence for these developmental patterns in adulthood
beyond the mid-20s.
All of these researchers have worked predominantly with longitudinal
data, but evidence of developmental spurts and plateaus is also seen in a crosssectional sample. In such a sample, with age evenly distributed, evidence of a
wave-like developmental pattern should be observable in the relative numbers
of participants whose performances are transitional versus those whose performances are consolidated at a single complexity order. If significantly more
consolidated performances than transitional performances are found, then it is
reasonable to conclude that individuals spend more time in periods in which
thought within a domain is homogeneously structured than in periods in which
thought is more heterogeneously structured. Cross-sectional evidence of this
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kind is, of course, clearly weaker than longitudinal evidence and should, therefore. be interpreted with caution.

The Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System
The current version of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System (Dawson,
2002b) borrows heavily from Commons' General Stage Scoring System (Commons
et al., 1995),Fischer's (1980) skill theory, and Piaget's (1970) content-structure distinction. The Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System differs from traditional systems in that scoring is based on the organization of conceptual elements in a
scorable segment of text (ideally, a "complete" argument composed of at least one
judgment and a justification). The elements are central to scoring but only in terms
of their hierarchical order of abstraction and the logical structure of the statements
in which they are embedded.
When assessing the hierarchical complexity of a text. the rater attends to two
manifestations of hierarchical complexity. The first is the hierarchical order of abstraction of the new concepts employed in its arguments, and the second is the most
complex logical structure of its arguments. In scoring text performances, order of
abstraction must be taken into account, because new concepts are formed at each
complexity order as the operations of the previous complexity order are "summarized" into single constructs (Fischer, 1980). Burtis (1982) and Halford (1999)
have suggested that this summarizing or "chunking" makes more complex thought
possible by reducing the number of elements that must be simultaneously coordinated, freeing up processing space and making it possible to produce an argument
or conceptualization at a higher complexity order. Fischer identifies three distinct
conceptual forms in the portion of the developmental scale examined here. At the
single representations, single abstractions, and single principles complexity orders,
the new concepts not only coordinate or modify constructions from the previous
complexity order, they are qualitatively distinct conceptual forms-representations, abstractions, and principles, respectively. The appearance of each of these
conceptual forms ushers in three repeating logical forms-single elements, mappings or relations, and systems (Fischer). Because these three logical forms are repeated several times throughout the course of development, it is only by pairing a
logical form with a hierarchical order of abstraction that a rater can make an accurate assessment of the complexity order of a performance. Other researchers have
observed and described similar conceptual forms and repeating logical structures
(Case, Okamoto, Henderson, & McKeough, 1993; Fischer & Bidell, 1998; Piaget
& Garcia, 1989).

Complexity Orders Defined
Only the six complexity orders (representational mappings to single principles) clearly identified in the data collected for this project are included in the

following definitions. The examples provided in these definitions are from Dawson and Gabrielian's (2003) analysis of the conceptions of authority and contract
associated with complexity orders in a sample of 747 moral judgment interviews
scored with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System.
At the representational mappings order, I refer to the new concepts as secondorder representational sets. They coordinate or modify representational sets (the
concepts constructed at the single representations level). The very popular representational mappings order concept of having favorites, for example, can be used
to rank such activities as camping and fishing: "Camping is my favorite, and fishing is my next favorite." Concepts such as being mean, keeping a promise, changing one's mind, and sharing also become common at this complexity order: "[Joe's
father] is just being mean; he is taking the money away from his kids." The most
complex logical structure of this complexity order is linear, coordinating one aspect of two or more representations, as in, "If you do not do what your father tells
you to do, he will get really mad at you," in which doing what your father says and
not doing what your father says are coordinated by his anticipated reaction.
At the representational systems order, I refer to the new concepts as thirdorder representational sets, which coordinate elements of representational systems. For example, the concept of trust, articulated for the first time at the representational systems complexity order, can be used to describe the system of interactions between Joe and his father: "Joe trusted [his dad] that he could go to
the camp if he saved enough money, and then his father just breaks it, and the
promise is very important." Concepts such as to turn against, to blame, to believe, and being fair are also infrequently observed before this complexity order:
"[If you break a promise] they will not like you anymore, and your friends will
turn against you." The most complex logical structure of this complexity order is
multivariate, coordinating multiple aspects of two or more representations, as in,
"If Joe's dad says Joe can go to camp, then he says he can't go to camp, that's
not fair because Joe worked hard, and then his dad changed his mind," in which
two conflicting representations of Dad's authority are evaluated in terms of his
changed mind and Joe's hard work.
At the single abstractions order, I refer to the new concepts as first-order abstractions. These coordinate representational systems. For example, the concept of
trustworthiness,articulated for the first time at this complexity order, defines those
qualities that make a person trustworthy rather than describing a particular situation in which trust is felt or not felt. It comprises qualities that produce trust, such
as telling the truth, keeping secrets, and keeping promises: "It's always nice . . . to
be trustworthy. Because then, if [someone has] a secret, they can come and talk to
you." Concepts such as kindness, keeping your word, respect, and guilt are also rare
before the single abstractions order: "If you don't do something you promise,
you'll feel really guilty." The most complex logical structure of this complexity
order identifies one aspect of a single abstraction, as in, "Making a promise is giving your word," in which giving one's word is an "aspect" of a promise.
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At the abstract mappings order, I refer to the new concepts as second-order
abstractions. These coordinate or modify abstractions. For example, the abstract
mappings order concept basis can be used to coordinate the elements essential to
a good relationship: "To me, [trust and respect are] the basis of a relationship,
and without them you really don't have one." Concepts such as coming to an
agreement, making a commitment, building trust, and compromise are also rare
before the abstract mappings order: "I think [Joe and his father] could come to
an agreement or compromise that they are both comfortable with." The most
complex logical structure of this complexity order coordinates one aspect of two
or more abstractions, as in. "Joe has a right to go to camp because his father said
he could go if he saved up the money, and Joe lived up to his commitment." Here,
Joe's fulfillment of'his father's conditions determines whether Joe has a right or
does not have a right to go to camp.
At the abstract systems order, I refer to the new concepts as third-order abstractions. These coordinate elements of abstract systems. For example, the
concept of personal integrity, which is rare before the abstract systems order,
refers to the coordination of and adherence to notions of fairness, trustworthiness, honesty, preservation of the golden rule, and so on, in one's actions:
"[You should keep your word] for your own integrity. For your own self-worth,
really. Just to always be the kind of person that you would want to be dealing
with." Concepts such as verbal contract, moral commitment,functional, development, social structure, and foundation are also uncommon before the abstract systems complexity order: "A promise is the verbal contract, the moral
commitment that the father made to his son. It is the only way for the child to
. . . develop his moral thinking-from watching his parent's moral attitude."
The most complex logical structure of this complexity order coordinates multiple aspects of two or more abstractions: "Following through with his commitment and actually experiencing camp combine to promote Joe's growth and
development, not just physically but psychologically, emotionally, and spiritually." Here, multiple facets of Joe's personal development are promoted when
he both keeps his commitment and accomplishes his goal.
At the single principles order, I refer to the new concepts as first-order principles. These coordinate abstract systems. The notion of the social contract, for
example, results from the coordination of human interests (where individual
human beings are treated as systems): "Everybody wants to be treated equally
and have a sense of fair play. Because this is so, we have an obligation to one another to enter into a social contract that optimizes equality and fairness." Concepts such as autonomy,fair play, heteronomy, higher order principle, and philosophical principle are rare before the single principles complexity order: "The
only time we're justified in breaking the social contract is when a higher principle, such as the right to life, intervenes." The most complex logical structure of
this complexity order identifies one aspect of a principle or axiom coordinating
systems, as in, "Contracts are articulations of a unique human quality, mutual

trust, which coordinates human relations." Here, contracts are seen as the instantiation of a broader principle coordinating human interactions.

Validation of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System
My colleagues and I (Dawson, Commons, &Wilson, 2004) used Rasch scaling to investigate patterns of performance in a cross-sectional life span sample of
747 moral judgment performances scored with the Hierarchical Complexity
Scoring System. We found six complexity orders-representational mappings to
single principles-represented in performance between the ages of 5 and 86
years. Ages 5,7,10, and 14 years are the ages at which the representational mappings, representational systems, single abstractions, and abstract mappings orders first predominate. The abstract systems and single principles complexity orders did not become the plurality until the individual reached 22 years of age and
had 3 years of college and the individual reached 26-30 years of age and had 3
years of postgraduate work. These age ranges are similar to those reported by
Fischer and Bidell (1998) for the acquisition of skill levels.
In the same study (Dawson et al., 2004), we reported that the sequence of
acquisition of the complexity orders appeared to be invariant and wave-like, with
evidence of spurts and plateaus at every transition measured, including the transitions to the two highest complexity orders, which were identified almost exclusively in adulthood. We also demonstrated that patterns of performance in our
sample were highly consistent from complexity order to complexity order. We argued that if any complexity order in this range of the scoring system was incorrectly specified, or if complexity orders were left out, much less systematic patterns of performance would be expected.
Other validation studies have focused on comparisons of results obtained
with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System with those obtained with other
developmental assessment systems. Several of these addressed whether complexity orders, as identified with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System,
represent the same latent dimension of performance assessed with Kohlberg's
Standard Issue Scoring System (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987b). In the first of these
studies, I used a think-aloud procedure to compare the scoring behavior of five
raters trained in the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System with the scoring
behavior of three raters trained in Kohlberg's Standard Issue Scoring System
(Dawson, 2001). All raters scored the same 43 texts. I calculated a mean score
for each text for each group of raters, resulting in two scores for each text, one
based on the ratings of Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System raters and one
based on the ratings of Standard Issue Scoring System raters. Despite the fact
that the raters trained in the Standard Issue Scoring System justified their stage
assignments on the basis of particular moral conceptions and interpersonal perspectives, and Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System raters justified their
complexity order assignments in terms of hierarchical order of abstraction and
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logical structure, the mean scores were within one complexity order of one another 95% of the time (r = .94).
In a second study (Dawson, 2002a), I used the Hierarchical Complexity
Scoring System, Good Life Scoring System, and Standard Issue Scoring System
to score three different interviews administered to 209 individuals aged 5 to 86
years. I found correlations of .90 and .92 between the results obtained with the
Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System and the Standard Issue and Good Life
Scoring Systems. I argued that these correlations, combined with patterns in the
acquisition of analogous Good Life Stages, Moral Stages, and complexity orders,
provide evidence that the three scoring systems predominantly assess the same
latent dimension: hierarchical complexity.
In a third study, my colleagues and I (Dawson, Xie, & W~lson,2003) conducted a multidimensional partial-credit Rasch analysis to examine the relationships between scores obtained with the Standard Issue Scoring System and
scores obtained with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System on 378 moral
judgment interviews from respondents aged 5 to 85 years. We found a correlation of .92 between scores awarded with the two scoring systems, suggesting
that, to a large extent, these two systems assessed the same dimension of performance, although the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System appeared to be
somewhat "easier" than the Standard Issue Scoring System, particularly at the
lower complexity orders. The Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System also produced more stage-like patterns of performance, including evidence of spurts and
plateaus, than the Standard Issue Scoring System.
Finally, I conducted two detailed examinations of the relationships between
moral stages and complexity orders (Dawson, 2003). In the first of these, I employed the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System to score the 219 criterion
judgments (scoring criteria) from Form A (Heinz and Joe) of the Standard Issue
Scoring System. I concluded that the representational mappings, representational
systems, single abstractions, abstract mappings, abstract systems, and single principles complexity orders corresponded predominantly to moral Stages 1,2,2/3, 3,
4, and 5. Criterion judgments for Stages 213 through 5 corresponded well with
analogous complexity orders. However, criterionjudgments for Kohlbergian stages
did not correspond well to complexity orders below the single abstractions order,
where 23% of Stage 1 criterion judgments were scored as representational systems
instead of representational mappings, and 24% of Stage 2 criterionjudgments were
scored as single abstractions instead of representational mappings. Moreover, some
of Kohlberg's Stage 1 criterion judgments were scored as single representations, a
complexity order that has no clear parallel in Kohlberg's hierarchy, although other
researchers have commented on the acquisition of social and moral concepts in
preschool children (Fischer, Hand, Watson, van Parys, & Tucker, 1984; Killen,
1991).
In a second analysis (Dawson, 2003), I examined the relationships between
scores awarded with the Hieratchical Complexity Scoring System and the Stan-

dard Issue Scoring System in a sample of 637 moral judgment interviews scored
with both systems. I found strong correspondence between scores awarded by the
two systems at analogous stages from the abstract mappings to single principles
complexity orders. In this range, the two systems agreed within one half of a
complexity order 84% to 89% of the time. At the representational mappings and
single abstractions complexity orders, agreement rates were considerably lower,
with agreement within one half of a complexity order only 50% to 61% of the
time. I argued that Kohlberg's stages were misspecified below moral Stage 3 (the
abstract mappings complexity order), providing three sources of evidence. First,
I noted that several researchers had reported problems with the definition of
Kohlberg's lower stages (Damon, 1977; Keller, Eckensberger, & von Rosen,
1989; Kuhn, 1976). Second, Rasch scaling of the Standard Issue Scoring System
results consistently revealed more "noise" at the lower stages than at the higher
stages (Dawson et al., 2003). And finally, individuals with mean scores at moral
Stages 1 and 2 tended to receive a statistically significantly wider range of scores
(mean range = 1 stage) than those with mean scores at moral Stages 3,4, or 5
(mean range = .60-.85 stage), suggesting that reasoning is either (a) less cohesive at the lower stages than at the higher stages or (b) that scoring criteria are
not as well specified at Stages 1 and 2 as they are at Stages 3 through 5 . 1 concluded that the misspecification of Kohlberg's lower stages was probably due to
the fact that his lower stage scoring criteria were based on performances that
were too developmentally advanced to provide an accurate account of lower
stage behavior. Kohlberg's youngest respondents were 10 years old, the modal
age for the emergence of abstractions (Fischer & Bidell, 1998).
Additional sources of validation for the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring
System include comparisons of scores obtained with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System and two other developmental assessment systems-Kitchener and King's (1990) Reflective Judgment Scoring System and a scoring system
based on Perry's (1970) epistemological positions (Dawson, in press). These
comparisons revealed that the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System and
these other systems generally agreed within one half of a complexity order more
than 90% of the time.

Advantages of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System
Over Domain-Based Systems
The Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System has several properties of a
good ruler. First, because its measurement units, like units of time, distance, and
temperature, are based on a construct that has been abstracted from specific instances, it can be applied in a range of contexts. The version of the system used
here, for example, can be used to assess the hierarchical complexity of any text.
Second, although the scale itself is ordinal, the units represent theoretically
equivalent units (as in interval scales, such as those used to measure time and
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temperature); each one is exactly one order of hierarchical complexity more
complex than its immediate predecessor. Moreover, Rasch modeling provides evidence supporting the equivalence of these units (Dawson et al., 2003, 2004).
Third, the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System taps a single dimension of
performance, an important quality of any good ruler (Fischer & Dawson, 2002;
Fischer & Rose, 1999).
Because the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System is domain-independent,
it can be used to address a number of questions about the relationships between
conceptual content and complexity order. For example, it can be used to ask
whether moral concepts formed at the abstract mappings order vary by context,
sex, or culture. Alternatively, the system can be used to ask whether development
in different knowledge domains progresses at the same rate. Cross-domain comparisons of this kind are virtually impossible without a single, widely applicable
measure of developmental progress.
Another benefit of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System is that it
does not impose limitations on the range of conceptual content that can be coded.
Content-laden scoring systems are frequently criticized because the range of conceptualiz&ons that can be coded is restricted (Coggins, 1978; Commons et al.,
1984; Langford, 1995; Puka, 1991; Rosenberg, Ward, & Chilton, 1988). A common criticism of Kohlberg's (1969) early work, in particular, is that he and his
colleagues defined the moral realm too narrowly (Gilligan, 1982). In his model,
moral reasoning is defined predominantly as the realm of rights, obligations
stemming from those rights, and issues of justice. The often-intense negative response to Kohlberg's work has primarily-admittedly in many guises-been a
rejection of this narrow conception of the domain of moral reasoning.
Although conventional philosophical categories may provide a starting point
for the delineation of domains of reasoning, a psychological domain ultimately
must be defined in terms of the reasoning of a wide range of persons across both
developmental levels and cultures. Domain definition should be the result of an
open-ended dialectical process with its beginnings in theory, rather than a formally articulated a priori delineation of the domain (Overton, 1998). By embedding a set of content descriptions in coding protocols, Colby and Kohlberg
(1987b) restricted the applicability of his scoring system outside of Western cultures and unnecessarily limited the delineation of the moral domain.
A fourth advantage of a content-independent method of developmental assessment is that such a system may provide a more accurate measure than one
that relies on the identification of particular content. There are three reasons for
this. First, with a content-independent system, it is theoretically possible to score
any performance-not just those that match performances in a coding manual.
Second, because it is possible for individuals performing at a lower complexity
order to "parrot" higher order conceptions, content-based scoring systems can
sometimes give a higher score to a performance than it actually merits. It is far
more difficult, arguably impossible, for individuals to consistently fake a higher

order of hierarchical complexity than their own highest level. Third, it is quite
possible for individuals performing at a higher complexity order to include concepts that are associated with a lowercomplexity order. By employing a contentbased scoring system, a rater may tend to underestimate complexity order in such
cases.
One problem with the idea of content-independent scoring is that the description of a level within a domain lacks meaning if it is bereft of conceptual
content. Armon (1984b) discussed this problem:
[A] stage represents both the formal processes by which the individual decides what
is ideal or good, and the outcome of that process, which consists of what is thought
to be ideal or good. Only the former is purely structural, however. That is, only formal evaluative processes, independent of their outcomes, can withstand a rigorous
structural analysis. For the structure to be more psychologically and empirically
meaningful, the outcomes must then be connected to these processes. (p. 152)

The implication is that complexity order can be determined without dependence on specific conceptual content, although complexity order definitions (or
descriptions) within a psychological domain must include conceptual content.
For the present work, I constructed descriptions of reasoning at each complexity
order on the basis of the conceptual content associated with particular complexity orders, integrated at the level of hierarchical complexity characteristic of that
order. Descriptions of the conceptual content associated with each complexity
order are not intended as guides for scoring, and their conceptual content should
not be construed as comprehensive. In fact, because complexity order can be determined without reference to these descriptions, it can be viewed as open ended,
subject to alteration as additional data become available.
According to Blasi (1987), "The real issue [in the structurelcontent debate]
is one of integration; namely of understanding how concrete . . .judgments and
abstract . . . structures go together both at the level of individual consciousness
and in functionally affecting behavior" (p. 89). The advantage of the present approach is that it can help bring about such an understanding. The differentiation
of operational structure from conceptual content provides an opportunity to better understand their interrelation.
In the data collection and analyses that follow, I used common cognitivedevelopmental techniques, including the probed clinical interview, familiar scoring
procedures, and an iterative research method similar in spirit to the "relational"
method described by Overton (1998). These are combined with more innovative
methods, such as independent analyses of hierarchical complexity and propositional content, Rasch modeling of hierarchical complexity assessments, and a new
method for constructing descriptions of the meanings available at different complexity orders. In the next section, I describe the sample and hierarchical complexity scoring procedure and examine patterns of performance on the hierarchical
complexity dimension with a Rasch analysis, and take a brief look at age, education, and sex effects.
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In the section Hierarchical Complexity and Meaning, 1describe the concept
analysis and then integrate the results from the hierarchical complexity and content analyses, concluding with an account of the development of evaluative reasoning about education along five thematic strands: learning, play, pedagogy,
preparation, and socialization. Following that, I focus on the relationship between the conceptual content found at each complexity order and the stage definitions of related domain-specific developmental models.

TABLE 2. Distribution of Cases, by Age

Age
(years)

n

%

Cumulative
%

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
76
82
86

HIERARCHICAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Method
Sample

Between 1977 and the present, three researchers conducted 246 interviews
for this analysis. My colleagues and I collected 129 interviews for the present
project. The remaining 117 interviews were from Annon's (1984a) life span longitudinal study (90 interviews) and Commons, Danaher, Griffin, and Dawson's
(2000) study of Harvard professors and students (27 interviews).
Sampling procedures varied somewhat from study to study. Armon's
(1984a) and my (Dawson, 1998) respondents were solicited through advertisements. Commons et al. (2000) approached respondents individually. In every
sense, this is a convenience sample, comprising 125 males and 121 females aged
between 5 and 86 years (M = 26.67, SD = 20.56). Educational attainment of the
sample ranged from 0 to 22 (PhD) years (M = 11.65, SD = 7.95). The age and educational level distributions are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Neither age nor educational attainment sample distributions were ideal. This is common in life span research of this kind, where the range of the sample is often prioritized over its
even distribution. Fortunately, the trends in these data were robust, and the sample distribution did not appear to prejudice these trends in any way.
All interviews were conducted in private, recorded on audiotape, and transcribed verbatim. After demographic information was collected and the respondent appeared to be at ease, the Good Education Interview was administered,
which included the following standard questions: (a) What is a good education?
or What is your concept (idea) of a good education? or What makes an education
good? Why is that good (important)? and (b) What are the aims (goals, purposes) of a good education? Why are those good (important)?
The interviewers used the clinical interview method, as adapted by Armon
(1984b) from an approach developed by Piaget (1929) and Kohlberg (1969). Questions and probes were chosen to encourage participants to expand on their conceptions of good education and elicit their highest level of reasoning. Interviewers
probed the respondents for further elaborationÃ‘C'Wh is that good?' "Why is that
&portant?""y
should education include both of those things?'-until
they

Age
(years)

Cumulative
n

%

%

3
5
5
3
2
6
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
5
2
2
1
2
1
2
4
2
1
3
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
Total 246

were satisfied that a participant had presented as full an account as possible of the
reasoning for each question. The interviewers did not introduce concepts of their
own unless the participant was unable to respond to their initial questions. Instead,
interviewers noted the elements of good education mentioned by the participant
and probed for explanations of why these were important. The interviews varied in
duration from 20 min to more than 1 hr.
Scoring for Hierarchical Complexity

Scoring for this project was conducted with Dawson's version of the Hier-
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TARLE 3. Distribution of Cases, by Educational Attainment
Educational
attainment

Cumulative
%

Re-kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
1 year college
2 years college
3 years college
4 years college
1 year postgraduate
2 years postgraduate
3 years postgraduate
4 years postgraduate
5 years postgraduate
Total
archical Complexity Scoring System (Dawson, 2004).3Prior to scoring, interviews were divided into scorable units or protocols. Because the interviews were
open ended, there was no predetermined basis for segmentation. Consequently,
the following criteria were employed: (a) A scorable segment should, as much as
is possible, represent a complete argument for a given proposition or related set
of propositions, including all of the "why" probes and responses associated with
that argument; (b) when two or more arguments are intertwined in the same text,
the text is left intact and scored only once; and (c) arguments must include responses to "why" probes or spontaneous justifications, because these, much
more than the propositions themselves, reveal the structure of participants' think'Of the interviews used in the present study, 154 were previously scored with the General Stage Scoring System (Commons et d,1995). Because the Hierarchical Complexiv Scoring System differs
somewhat from the General Stage Scoring System, these interviews were rescored for the present
project. The correlation between scores obtained with the General Stage Scoring System and the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System on these 154 interviews is .90, representing 84% agreement
within one half of a complexity order, and 100%agreement within one fuU complexity order.

1
I

ing. When these criteria were not present, the argument was considered not
scorable and was dropped from the analysis. With this method, three to six protocols were identified for each interview. Protocols were scored with Dawson's
Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System by a single rater who had access to the
entire interview when rating. Scoring was blind to demographic information?
As described, scoring with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System involves identifying both the highest hierarchical order of abstraction and the most
complex form of logic in text performances. A protocol is considered to be at a
given complexity order if its elements embody the hierarchical order of abstraction of that order and the complexity of its logical structure meets the formal requirements of that order. For example, a child might say, "It is worse for a father
to break a promise [than a son] because he is older and knows not to lie." The hierarchical order of abstraction here is second-order representations~observable
in the concepts promise, older, and lie. The logical structure is a representational
system-if the father is both older and knows not to lie, it is worse for him to
break a promise than it is for a son who is younger and may not know not to lie.
Detailed scoring instructions and examples can be found at the Lecticalm Assessment System Web site (Dawson, 2004).
Retest &ta were collected from 11 volunteers between the ages of 5 and 35 to
examine the stability of performances on the hierarchical complexity measure. Two
weeks following their original interviews, 11 participants were reinterviewed, using
the same procedures as in their original interviews. All statements, including those
from the retest, were sorted alphabetically and scored by a single blind rater. The
correlation of the measures (ability estimates from a partial-credit analysis) from the
first and second interviews of these participants was .96 (not disattenuated for error).
The correlation between mean scores of two trained, independent raters on a
subset of 154 randomly selected cases was .90. This represents an agreement rate
of 84% within one half of a complexity order and 100%within one complexity
order. This equals or exceeds interrater agreement rates commonly reported in this
field (Armon, 1984b; Colby & Kohlberg, 1987a).5
Rasch Analysis of Hierarchical Complexity Scores

Although they are well known in psychometric circles, Rasch's (1980)
models for measurement have been employed by developmental psychologists
"Results from an earlier analysis of 154 cases from this sample are reported in Dawson (1998). The
scoring with the General Stage Scoring System (Commons et al., 1995) for the earlier analysis was
conducted by a single rater, who was blind to both case and demographics. Protocols were rescored
with Dawson's system because it provides refined scoring criteria. particularly for the lower complexity orders.
5Certification as a Hierarchical Complexity rater requires 85% agreement within one third of a complexity order (with an already certified rater) on a set of 200 protocols representing a range of content,
including passages from self-understanding, moral reasoning, evaluative reasoning, and epistemological
reasoning interviews.
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only recently (Andrich & Constable, 1984; Bond, 1994; Bond & Fox, 2001;
Dawson, 1998, 2 0 0 2 ~Draney,
;
1996; Miiller, Sokol, & Overton, 1999; Wilson,
1985). These models are of particular value in developmental assessment, because they can be used to test the extent to which data meet the requirement that
both performances on items and the items themselves (or levels of items) form
a stable sequence (within probabilistic constraints) along a single continuum.
Because they convert ordinal data into interval data, they also make it possible
to evaluate the relative difficulty of items, permitting the researcher to address
such questions as, Are all abstract mappings order items equally difficult? and
Is it just as difficult (in a probabilistic sense) to move from the abstract mappings order to the abstract systems order as it is to move from the abstract systems order to the single principles order? Although it is beyond the scope of this
article to provide a comprehensive account of the Rasch model, I do attempt to
provide enough information to allow readers who are unfamiliar with the model
to follow the results of the analysis. For an introduction to the Rasch model and
its uses in developmental research, see Bond and Fox.
When complexity order scores are in their raw ordinal form, it is possible to
calculate a mean score for each case, to examine the proportions of respondents
assigned to each complexity order or transitional phase, and to account for the
range of complexity orders represented in a given performance (Bond & Fox,
2001). On the other hand, little can be said about the amount of difficulty associated with moving from one complexity order to the next. or whether the difficulty of making transitions is affected by where a person is in the developmental
sequence. When participants are ordered by the likelihood that they will perform
at a given complexity order, the persons whose raw scores are higher will be closer to the top of the developmental continuum, whereas the persons whose raw
scores are lower will be closer to the bottom of the continuum. Rasch analysis
software uses a log-odds transformation (Wright & Masters, 1982) to convert
these likelihoods into distinct quantitative estimates of (a) item difficulty and (b)
person performance, both of which are expressed in the same equal-interval metric. This equal-interval metric, along which both item difficulty and respondent
performance estimates can be arranged, is referred to as a logit scale, in reference
to the log-odds transformation employed. Moving up the scale, each unit (logit)
represents an identical increase in difficulty, expressed in probabilistic terms. The
range of difficulty represented in the items of a scale determines the number of
logits. The interpretation of these relative difficulties is explained further below.
Rasch analysis software applications not only produce logit estimates of item
difficulty and person performance, they also provide fit and reliability statistics.
These include (a) error terms for item and person performance estimates, which
make it possible to establish confidence intervals for all item and person performance estimates, and (b) model fit statistics, so both items and performances can
be examined for their conformity ,with the requirements of the model. The fit statistics included in the fo11owing analysis are called infits. Infit statistics are used to
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assess whether a given performance (or item) is consistent with other performances
(or items) in the same range. They are based on the difference between observed
and expected performances. Infits near 1 are desirable. Z scores are calculated to
assess the significance of both positive and negative divergences from 1. Interpretation of infit statistics is demonstrated in the results section of this article.
I used the rating scale model (Wright & Masters, 1982), an extension of the
Rasch model designed for items with more than two hierarchical categories.
Analyses were conducted with the computer program Winsteps (Linacre &
Wright, 2000).6An important assumption of the rating scale model is that steps
between adjacent item levels are equivalent across items. This means, for example, that the difficulty of moving from the representational systems order to the
single abstractions order should be the same (taking into account measurement
error) across all protocols. From a developmental perspective, the difficulty of
moving from one complexity order to the next should be the same across protocols because the criteria for determining the complexity order of responses do not
vary from protocol to protocol, and one would expect the reasoning of any one
individual to be relatively consistent across protocols. In other words, my theory
is compatible with the assumptions of the rating scale model.

Results
The results are divided into two sections. First, the rating scale analysis is
presented. With this analysis, I show evidence to support the sequentiality of
complexity orders and a wave-like developmental pattern by examining (a) patterns in the person performance estimates and (b) patterns in the item estimates.
Finally, I examine the relationships between complexity orders and age, educational attainment, and sex.
The results of the rating scale analysis are shown in Figure 1. At the center of
the figure is the logit scale, which spans 46 logits. The large logit range reflects both
the wide range of complexity orders represented in the sample and the tendency for
any given individual to perform predominantly at a single complexity order. To the
left of the logit scale are the person performance estimates. Here, each vertical line
represents one person. To the right are the item difficulty estimates, which I call
complexity order estimates. Instead of showing the position of each complexity
order item on this map, I have indicated their difficulties by placing complexity
order names where the means of the complexity order estimates are located.
'In keeping with the original formulation of the Rasch model, Winsteps treats person parameters as
fixed effects. It has been argued that this limitation of the model restricts the generalizability of the
results of Rasch analyses (Adams, Wilson, & Wang, 1997; Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; Mislevy &
Wilson, 1996; Wilson, 1999), although the specific implications for research of the present kind are
not entirely clear. Moreover, several researchers employ Winsteps and other software that treat person parameters as fixed effects to explore developmental constructs similar to those examined here
(Bond & Fox, 2001; Dawson, 2002c; Miiller et al., 1999). In any case, concerns about generalizability are minimized in the present project by the large size and heterogeneity of the sample.
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Person Perfomiance Analysis

Person estimates Logits

Complexity order estimates

FIGURE 1. Person and item map.

On this map, a person performance estimate located at a particular logit
means that the individual has a very high (> 90%) probability of performing at
the adjacent complexity order or transition; for example, an individual whose estimate is at 9 logits has a very high probability of performing at the abstract mappings order on all protocols, whereas an individual whose estimate is at 5 logits
has a very high probability of .being in transition from the single abstractions
order to the abstract mappings order.

The overall person separation reliability of the person performance estimates
was .94. The separation reliability statistic is equivalent to Cronbach's alpha and
is based on the ratio of the variation in the mean squares (the standard deviation)
to the error of measurement (Wright & Masters, 1982). In keeping with established fit interpretation criteria (Wright & Masters), the infit statistics for all person performance estimates were considered to fit the model if z scores were less
than 2.0 and greater than -2.0. Fit statistics greater than 2.0 indicate less consistency within performances than expected (underfit). One performance (< .5%)
underfit the model. One or more of its protocols were scored higher or lower than
expected at its overall performance level. This is a very low rate of underfit,
which can reasonably be considered measurement error. Fit statistics less than
-2.0 indicate more consistency within performances than expected (overfit). No
performances overfit the model.
The mean standard error for person performance estimates was 2.61 logits
(SD = 2.45), indicating that, on average, the confidence interval around person
performance estimates was -5.22 to +5.22 logits. This turns out to be approximately one half to four fifths of a complexity order above or below the estimated
complexity order. The average confidence interval around performance estimates
was large because many of the estimates were based on relatively few data (as few
as 3 protocols). Confidence intervals were generally smaller for performances
with fewer missing protocols and for those near the mean. Despite the relatively
wide confidence intervals around most person performance estimates, these estimates still had high reliability because of their wide range (46 logits).
The lines at the left of Figure 1 highlight an additional interesting pattern in
the person performance estimates. They show that, for every complexity order
and transition, more estimates were located where there was a very high probability of performing at a single complexity order (i.e., in the consolidated phase
of a given complexity order) than where there was a high probability of performing at two adjacent complexity orders (i.e., in transition into or out of a
given complexity order).
Complexity Order Analysis

The infit statistics for all of the complexity order difficulty estimates were
considered to fit the model if z scores were greater than -2.0 and less than 2.0.
All of the infit zs were less than 2.0. However, the infit z score for one item (Item
2) was less than -2.0. There was less random variation in performances on this
item than expected by the model (i.e., overfit). In a sense, from the perspective
of the Rasch model, the pattern of performance on this item was "too good to be
true." However, this was an expected pattern from a developmental perspective,
reflecting the fact that a large percentage of individual performances were predominantly at a single complexity order, which is expected when qualitative
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rather than additive change takes place. See Wilson (1989) for a discussion of the
psychometric modeling perspective on this phenomenon of overfit in the context
of development.
The mean standard error for complexity order estimates was .22 logits (SD =
.02), indicating that, on average, a difference between complexity order estimates
of over .44 logits would be statistically significant at the p < .05 level. The distance between estimates for adjacent complexity orders was always greater than 7
logits; thus, there was no overlap in 95% confidence intervals between groups of
complexity order estimates. Gaps between confidence intervals of groups of complexity order difficulty estimates occurred when individual performances were
highly consistent. These gaps, such as the aforementioned overfitting items, refleet the fact that a large percentage of individual performances were predominantly at a single complexity order, whereas the rest were at a mixture of adjacent
complexity orders. This pattern supports the hypothesis that the stages represent a
qualitative restructwing of knowledge (Fischer & Bidell, 1998; Wilson, 1985).
The response probabilities in Figure 2 illustrate how distinct the complexity
orders are in a qualitative sense. Here, for example, an individual with a performance estimate of 16 has about a 10% probability of performing at the abstract
mappings complexity order and a 90% probability of performing at the abstract
systems order on any protocol. In this figure, the only overlap of complexity order
estimates occurs at adjacent complexity orders. Note how the curves for nonadjacent complexity orders converge near the 0% probability level. So, for example,
an individual whose performance is at 0 logits has a near 0% probability of scoring at the representational systems or abstract mappings orders and more than a
90% probability of scoring at the single abstractions order. Furthermore, this pattern is virtually identical from complexity order to complexity order.

Person performance estimate
FIGURE 2. Probability of response, by person performance estimate.

The Shape of Development
Although the preceding analyses provide evidence of distinctive patterns of
consolidation and transition, they do not provide a clear picture of the shape of
development. The following analysis shows development across each of the six
complexity orders to have a wave-like property.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between expected scores and person estimates. Plateaus are clearly apparent at the representational mappings (RM,I),
representational systems (RS, 2), single abstractions (SA, 3), abstract mappings
(AM, 4), and abstract systems (AS, 5) complexity orders. They are not apparent
at single representations (SR, 0) and single principles (SP, 6) orders, which represent the extremes of the distribution. The letters at the left of the figure represent seven complexity orders and transitions. The numerals in the figure represent the range of the logit scale over which consolidated and transitional performances are expected. For example, persons in the 6 to 10 logit range are expected to perform consistently a t the abstract mappings order (AM or 4) on all of
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FIGURE 3. Expected scores, by person stage estimates. SR = single representations; RM = representationalmappings; RS = representational systems; SA
= single abstractions; AM = abstract mappings; AS = abstract systems; and
SP = single principles.
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their protocols. Similarly, persons in the -1 to -4 logit range are expected to be
in transition from the representational systems to the single abstractions complexity orders. The logit ranges in which transitional (mixed) performances are
expected are invariably shorter than the logit ranges in which consolidated performances are expected, indicating that transitions are expected to be shorter than
periods of consolidation. The pattern is strikingly similar to Fischer's conceptualization of development as a sequence of overlapping waves (Fischer & Rose,
1994; not to be confused with Siegler's [I9961 model of overlapping waves).
Age, Educational Attainment, and Sex

The sample collected for this project differs from those used by other researchers to examine age and education effects in one important way. Many of
the adults in this sample had not been continuously educated. They were not
traditional-aged college and graduate students who had, for the most part,
been in school all of their lives. To compare the ages at which the complexity
orders emerge with ages reported elsewhere, I restricted the age analysis to the
continuously educated cases in the larger sample. There were 134 cases in this
subsample, with ages ranging from 5 to 22 years and educational attainment
ranging from pre-kindergarten to 5 years of college. In this subsample, representational mappings, representational systems, single abstractions, and abstract mappings performances did not dominate until the respective ages of 5,
7, 9, and 15 years, corresponding to educational attainment (completion) levels of pre-kindergarten and Grades 1, 3, and 9, respectively. The ages at which
these complexity orders become dominant are similar to those reported by Fischer and Bidell (1998). There were not enough individuals performing at the
abstract systems order to establish the age at which abstract systems become
dominant.
It was not possible to compare the emergence of the single principles complexity order in this sample with its emergence in Fischer's research because of
the constricted age range in the subsample considered here. In fact, single principles order performances never constituted the largest percentage of performances by age group, even when the entire sample of 246 interviews was included in the analysis. However, as shown in Table 4, single principles order performances were the plurality after the attainment of a doctoral degree or its
equivalent, which, in continuously educated groups, would make the modal age
for the attainment of single principles reasoning somewhere in the range of 26 to
30 years, somewhat older than the 23 to 25 age range for principled reasoning
found by Fischer and Bidell (1998). Despite the need for additional research into
the specific ages of their emergence, one thing is clear: The abstract systems and
single
complexity orders can legitimately be thought of as adult levels.
Returning to the complete &ta set, the relationship between complexity
order and education can be presented for the entire sample, as shown in Table 4.

In the complete sample, representational mappings, representational systems,
single abstractions, abstract mappings, abstract systems, and single principles
performances did not dominate until the respective educational attainment (completion) levels of pre-kindergarten, Grades 1, 3, and 9, 3 years of college, and 5
years of post-graduate work.
The relationship between age and complexity order was strong and predominantly linear up to age 18, F(1, 117) = 516.84, R2 = .82, p < .01; complexity
order = -.I6 + .2fjyearof age. This means that, on average, complexity order increased by about one fourth of an order per year until the age of 18. A quadratic
equation explained only an additional 3% of the variance. The relationship between age and complexity order was weak and decidedly curvilinear in adulthood. A quadratic equation explained 33% of the variance in complexity order,
F(2, 124) = 30.63, R2 = .33,p < .01.
The relationship between educational attainment and complexity order tells
a somewhat different story. Up to age 18, the relationship between complexity
order and education was strong and, like the relation between complexity order
and age, predominantly linear, F(1, 117) = 487.93, R2 = .81, p < .01; complexity
order = 1.15 + .26years
of
This means that, on average, complexity order increased by about one fourth of an order per year of education until the age of 18.
A quadratic equation explained only an additional 3% of the variance. In respondents older than age 18, the relationship between complexity order and educational attainment remained linear, although substantially weaker than among
younger respondents, F(1, 125) = 77.73, R2 = .38, p < .01; complexity order =
3.03 + .12 years of education.
This means that, on average, complexity order increased
by about one eighth of an order per year after the age of 18. A quadratic equation
explained no additional variance. In summary, every additional year of education, up to about age 18, was associated with a little more than one fourth of a
complexity order of developmental progress, whereas after age 18, an additional
year of education was associated with only about one eighth of a complexity
order of developmental progress. Moreover, up to age 18, the relationship between educational attainment and complexity order appeared deterministic, although in later life it was less so, suggesting that factors other than formal education affect cognitive development in adulthood.
Once the relationship between education and complexity order had been accounted for, there was no relationship between sex and complexity order in this
sample.

Discussion
The preceding analyses suggest that cognitive development is wave-like.
They provide evidence for developmental spurts and plateaus across six complexity orders, covering a large portion of the life span. Although the two highest complexity orders were found predominantly in adulthood, the developmen-

tal pattern for these complexity orders was virtually identical to the pattern for
those found in childhood. Moreover, examinations of sex, age, and education effects revealed that sex was not an important predictor of development once educational attainment had been taken into account, and education and age were
both good predictors of stage in childhood and early adolescence, whereas education was a better predictor in late adolescence and adulthood.
As shown in the analyses presented here, patterns of performance are highly consistent from complexity order to complexity order. If any complexity order
in the model was incorrectly specified, or if complexity orders were left out, we
would expect a much less systematic pattern of performance. From this, I conclude that there are indeed six complexity orders in the portion of the developmental continuum modeled here.
Evidence consistent with the specified sequence is found in the Rasch analysis of these data, which shows that the probability that nonadjacent complexity
orders will co-occur is near 0% in every instance.
Abstract systems and single principles performances are found predominantly in adulthood. Abstract systems performances do not dominate until 16
years of education have been completed, and single principles performances do
not dominate until a PhD has been completed.
Although cross-sectional evidence of developmental patterns is generally
not as compelling as direct longitudinal evidence, the strength and persistence of
patterns in these data are striking. The Rasch estimates generated from these data
show that, at every complexity order, consolidated performances are more often
expected than transitional performances.
Patterns of performance on "adult" stages are virtually identical to patterns
of performance on childhood stages, indicating that cognitive development continues well into adulthood. Also, alongside recent reports that the brah continues
to develop into adulthood in ways that are consistent with developmental stages
(Dawson & Fischer, 1994; Hudspeth & Pribram, 2001), these patterns provide
some evidence to support the position that the mechanisms of development may
be similar across childhood and adulthood.
To determine whether the patterns observed in the data analyzed here are
observed in other knowledge domains, my colleagues and I (Dawson et al.,
2004) have undertaken the analysis of a life span sample of 747 moral judgment
interviews, in which all of the patterns observed in the present analysis were
replicated. Although the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System makes it possible to produce accurate and reliable assessments of developmental level, the
advantages of the system can be folly realized only when high quality, complete
data are available. The present project and the moral judgment project both involved the analysis of incomplete data, with the likely result that some patterns
in performance have been obscured. Future analyses of more complete data sets
must be conducted to further inform our understanding of the shape of development. The good education and moral judgment projects have also employed
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cross-sectional versus longitudinal data. Longitudinal research is required to
further substantiate (or refute) the suggested evidence of developmental spurts
and plateaus.
This analysis has focused on patterns of performance on the Hierarchical
Complexity Scoring System. By modeling these patterns, important insight into
developmental processes has been gained. However, whereas the hierarchical
complexity of a performance tells us a great deal about its form and order of abstraction, it makes no direct reference to its specific conceptual content. When
complexity order is assessed with the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System,
specific conceptual content must be assessed independently, then reintegrated
with hierarchical complexity information. Although this may initially look like a
weakness in the approach, it is actually a strength. For example, because complexity orders are assessed independently of particular conceptual content, it is
possible to address questions about the relationship between complexity order
and meaning (Dawson & Gabrielian, 2003). The following section demonstrates
an approach to addressing this relationship.

HIERARCHICAL COMPLEXITY AND MEANING
In this section, I provide a method to describe the relationship between hierarchical complexity and meaning, and I demonstrate how this method can be
used to come to a deeper understanding of the development of evaluative reasoning about education. But, before embarking on these tasks, it may be useful
to provide some graphic representations of some arguments presented by respondents performing at each complexity order.
The maps are not intended to model the "best" way to represent the arguments presented by each respondent. In fact, they were originally developed simply to support my students' understanding of changes in conceptions and changes
in the way in which these conceptions are related to one another at successive
complexity orders. Concept mapping has since become part of my research
group's toolbox and has proved to be an enormous aid in understanding conceptual and structural change.
The first example is from a performance scored at the representational mappings order (Figure 4). The first thing to notice is the large number of ideas expressed by this 5-year-old child. This is one of the more elaborated performances
in the sample. It is interesting that, although it is elaborated in terms of the number of ideas the child had about education, the concepts are clearly representations-they refer to concrete activities, events, or relationships rather than generalized qu&ties-and the most complex structures are mappings. Relationships
between representations are linear. The most complex constructions are "A good
teacher tells you to listen so you can learn" and "In a good school, you learn your
ABCs so you can read." It is also interesting to note that there is no overarching
conception of good education in this performance. Instead, the respondent offers

separate conceptions of a good teacher and a good school. The concepts represented in bold italic type in this and the following figures represent ideas that
were not observed before the complexity order represented in the figure.
The second example represents the performance of a 7-year-old child with 2
years of formal education who scored at the representational systems order (Figure 5). Immediately apparent are the increased elaboration over the representational mappings order example and the addition of a new layer of hierarchy. The
new layer results because the respondent has subsumed notions about good
teachers and good students under the umbrella concept good schools, forming a
system. This is a representational system because the concepts of good teachers
and good students that are the elements of the system are representations.
The third example represents the performance of an 11-year-old with 6 years
of formal education who scored at the single abstractions order (Figure 6).There
are two striking differences between this performance and the representational
systems performance shown in Figure 5. First, there is a reorganization of the hierarchy, with the abstraction good education taking the place of the representational systems concept of a good school as the superordinate construct. Second,
a good education is composed of a number of abstract concepts, including strictness, gentleness, understanding teachers, basic classes, and knowledge needed to
make a living, all of which are explained in terms of representations.
The fourth example represents the performance of a 16-year-old with 11
years of formal education who scored at the abstract mappings order (Figure 7).
In addition to the large number of concepts newly expressed at this order, the
most striking difference between this performance and the single abstractions
performance shown in Figure 6 is the addition of a number of if-then and important because arguments coordinating abstractions.
The fifth example represents the performance of a 25-year-old with 15 years
of formal education who scored at the abstract systems order (Figure 8). As is
typical of abstract systems performances, this example is enormously elaborated.
Multidirectional arrows represent interrelations between abstractions, which are
also typically found in abstract systems performances. The respondent, in this instance, focuses primarily on the requirements for and objectives of the system in
which an ideal education takes place.
The sixth example represents the performance of a 43-year-old with 17
years of formal education who scored at the single principles order (Figure 9).
Although there are a number of examples of single principles performances in
the sample, this one was selected because it, more than any of the other single
principles performances, appears to be a construction of this particular individual, based on a range of life experiences, rather than a scholarly construction based on academic study or research. The principle that a good education
should maximize the realization of human potential is the most commonly
evoked principle in the sample. The principle coordinates at least two systems,
intellect and spirituality.
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order represented in the figure.

additive synthesis of less complex elements, such that it had a meanins
- distinct
from its elements, as a proposition in its own right. If the participant listed the elements of this larger proposition explicitly, I also coded these as separate propositions. Including all elements in this way ensured that no particular level of conceptualization was privileged in the content analysis.
Third, I assigned the proposition a code. The code was one of a list of existing codes, or it was created for the current proposition. Criteria used here were
(a) a proposition should not be assigned an existing code if doing so would re-
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quire ignoring some aspect of its meaning, and (b) a proposition should not be
assigned an existing code if it lacks any aspect of the meaning present among the
other propositions assigned to that code.
Finally, I linked the proposition, in the database, to the statement in which it
was embedded, as well as to the complexity order of that statement. The hierarchical complexity and content analyses yielded 1,010 scored protocols and 3,625
propositions. I assigned each proposition 1 of 728 proposition codes. These were
numerous, as a consequence of the decision to preserve subtle differences in
meaning. The number of propositions assigned to each of the proposition codes
ranged from 1 to more than 40.
Reintegrating Structure and Content
The goal of the qualitative analysis was to describe evaluative reasoning
about education at each order of complexity. To~accomplishthis end, I reintegrated the propositions identified in the content analysis to develop descriptions
of reasoning at each complexity order, using the organizational principles of the
complexity orders at which they were found in performances. In a sense, this is
the inverse of the process used in complexity order scoring.
I used this process to trace the development of reasoning along five thematic
strands-three primarily concerned with educational processes (learning,play, and
teaching) and two primarily concerned with educational outcomes (socialization
and preparation). To assign propositions to thematic strands, I identified proposition categories with meanings that appeared, on interpretive grounds, to contribute
to a given thematic strand. Although propositional categories could be assigned to
more than one strand, this was uncommon until the higher complexity orders,
where the increasing integration of elements into higher order conceptions led to
increasing overlap between strands. Propositions relevant to the learning, play,
teaching, preparation, and socialization strands were produced by 236 (96%), 177
(72%), 121 (49%), 226 (92%), and 150 (61%) participants, respectively.
Once I categorized the propositional categories by thematic strand, I listed,
them according to the complexity orders at which they first appeared.' At this
point, the process of collapsing proposition codes began. Taking care to preserve
subtle nuances of meaning, I collapsed propositions into increasingly general categories. For example, on the play strand at the representational mappings order,
different children claimed that a good thing about school is that children get to (a)
play outside, (b) have recess, (c) play with their friends, or (d) play a specific
game, such as hide-and-seek or Chutes & Ladders. In the original coding scheme,
I gave these separate proposition codes. After establishing that all of these asser'Many propositional categories were initially assigned to performances from multiple complexity orders. For example, the propositional category "At a good school you get to play outside" appeared at
the representational mappings and representational systems orders, whereas the propositional category "In a good school you have fan" appeared at every complexity order represented in the sample.
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dons were made at the representational mappings order, I collapsed them into the
category "At a good school, you get to play." On the other hand, I did not observe
assertions that at a good school you should (e) partly play and partly work or (f)
do some fun things until the representational systems order. Consequently, I collapsed them into a separate category "At a good school you should work and have
funlplay."
The end result of this process was a set of five lists of propositions, corresponding to the learning, play, teaching, preparation, and socialization strands,
and ordered by the complexity orders at which they first appeared. These lists,
along with examples from the interviews collected for this project, are shown in
Tables 5 through 9. Their contents will be explored further in the Results section.

Results
Meaning and Orders of Hierarchical Complexity
In this section, I analyze and describe continuities and discontinuities in
meaning from one complexity order to another by (a) looking at general patterns
in the distribution of propositions within and across orders, (b) conducting a detailed investigation of the development of meaning along one thematic strand,
preparation, and (c) presenting the outcomes of similar analyses of the development of meaning along play, learning, teaching, and socialization strands.
As reported, I identified 3,625 propositions in the interviews and coded them
into 728 categories-an unwieldy mass of data. To solve this problem, I assigned
propositions to thematic strands as described in the Methods section. It should be
noted that in identifying strands of meaning, one must assume that there are both
similarities and differences in the conceptualizations produced at different orders
of hierarchical complexity. It was the similarities that guided the assignment to
thematic strands.
An important distinction between the approach taken here and those taken
by earlier developmental researchers in related domains is that descriptions of
reasoning associated with each of the complexity orders are not intended as definitions. I conceptualized the levels described here as orders of hierarchical complexity, and I identified them with reference to attributes of performances that do
not rely on an analysis of their particular conceptual content. I assumed that the
conceptualizations associated with these complexity orders are affected not only
by the hierarchical complexity of constructions but by informational, contextual,
and dispositional factors. I make no claim that there are levels of evaluative reasoning about education that are structurally distinct (in terms of hierarchical
complexity as conceptualizedhere) from levels of reasoning in any other domain.
Thefollowing descriptions of developing conceptions of evaluative reasoning
about education should be viewed in this light.
The descriptive categories shown in Table 10 describe conceptual understanding at each order of hierarchical complexity, across five thematic strands.

TABLE 5. Propositions Corresponding to the Learning Strand
Complexity order

No.

Category

Representational
mappings

1

In a good school, you learn to
read/writeladd/spelllcount/tell
time.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why is it good to go to school?]
Because you learn how to count and tell time. [Anything else?]
No. (1365)

In a good school, you learn so
you can go to college.

[Is it important for boys and girls to go to school?] Yeah. [Why?]
So you can learn things better. [And why do you need to know
those things?] So you can grow up and go to college. (01 13)

In a good school, you learn so
you know stufflhow to do stuff
when you grow up.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. To learn stuff. [Why is it good to
learn stuff?] So when you grow up you know how to do stuff.
[Why is it good to know how to do stuff when you grow up?] I do
not know. (1381)

In a good school, you learn because it is bad not to know how
to readladd/spell when you
grow up.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why?] Because if you get older
and you do not know how to read, that is bad. (1348)

In a good school, you learn so
Mom and Dad will be happy.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why?] You will learn. [Why is
that good?] Our Mom will be happy. [Why will she be happy?] I
did a good job at school. (1361)

Learning makes you smart.

[Is it good to go to school?] You can learn everything. [Why is it
good to learn everything?]You will be a smart kid. [Is it important
to be a smart kid?] Yes. [Why?] I don't know. (1377)

Learning can be eaiy or hard.

[Why is it good to go to school?] Because it can help you learn
stuff. [Any reasons why it is good to learn stuff?] No more! [What
kind of things can it help you learn?] Stuff that are easy to do and
stuff that are hard to do. (1375)

Learning is knowing a specific
fact.

[What is learning?] So you can know your ABCs and know your
numbers and know your phone number and address. (1383)

In a good school, you learn
skills that can be applied to life
tasks (spelling so you can write
letters, math so you can write
checks).
In a good school, you learn
more than one thing (so you're
not bored).

[Why is it good to learn?] Because . . . so if you do your math
you can count your own money. So when you get older so you
can count your own money. (1364)

In a good school, you learn
good stuffllots of things.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why?] Because you can learn
all sorts of things. [What kinds of things?] Like stuff that I just
said learn around the world where states go . . . and science and
math and reading. (1353)

In a good school, you learn to
get high grades.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes, because it is important. [Why?]
Because you learn and . . . so you get higher grades. (1387)

Representational
systems

'

Exemplar

[Why is it important to do different things?] If you're in your
school and you're just doing pages and pages and pages of math,
then you just get bored and you don't want to do it and you fall
asleep. (0145).

(Table continues)

TABLE 5. Continued
Complexity order

Single
abstractions

No.

15

Category

Exemplar

In a good school, you learn a
skill so you can teach it to
someone else.

[Why is it good to teach your kids some math?] Then they will
learn more and then they can teach their children how to do math.
[So it is good to learn math so you can then teach it to your children.] And then the children grow up and can teach it to their children. (1353)

Learning is how you get to
know things or how to do
things.

[Is it good to learn?] Yes. [Why?] If you do not learn you will not
know anything. [Why is that bad?] You will not know anything.
(1343)

In a good education, you come
to understand something.

[When you say understand, what does that mean to you?] If you
understand something, it's easier to do it because you understand
why you're supposed to do it. (0144)

In a good education, you learn
to remember/retain/assimilate/
know.

[Why is it so important that yon should want to learn?] Then . . .
you're going to be trying to find out as much as you can about it,
then you'll probably remember it more if you know you're interested in it because you're trying to find out as much information as
you can. (0143)

In a good education, you learn
skills that enable you to make
things that haven't been made
before.

[Why would it be good to learn about computers?] It's like, you
love computers and you don't know anything about them. . . you '
could go into them and learn how to load computer games and
download stuff and make new programs and things like that.
(0135)

In a good education, you learn
something useful/skills for life.

[What does learning mean to you?] It's like knowing something
else besides what I already know and I know after I've learned
something I know I can use it . . . and it will be good to use.
(0153)

You learn what you like/
subjects in which you are interested.

[Why is it important that you do the thing you're interested in?] I
don't think it's right to do the things you're not interested in. If
you're not interested in doing them, you just get bored of them and
don't want to learn them. (0145)

In a good education, you don't
always learn from books.
Learning involves solving problemsiusing your brain.

[What is your idea of a good education?] When you learn things in
a fun way, it's not like all books and stuff. (0141)
One thing that most of the kids in class don't like is math, and I
love math because it's fun. Some of the games I don't like but I
like doing math problems. You use your brain and I like to use my
brain. (0152)

Learning involves getting information into one's brain.

[What does it mean to learn something?] To put something in your
brain, like a math problem, or a word that you don't know, or a
picture. (0142)

(Table continues)

TABLE 5. Continued
Complexity order
Abstract
mappings

No.

Category

23

In a good education, you learn
to thinkllearn.

[What is a good education?] A good education makes it possible
for a student [to do] his own work, [find] out stuff by himself. [So
a good education teaches someone how to learn.] How to learn by
himself. (01 14)

In a good education, learning
involves interpretation.

[What would make an experience a real learning experience?] It'd
be when I can make interpretations of my own after I go to class,
and I can enjoy whatever it was that I was doing even more. (0093)

Good learning is not memorization/regurgitation/facts.

[What is a good education?] Being able to say that I learned something instead of showing a report card that says As and Bs were
your grades, because that could be just regurgitation. (0017)

In a good education, you learn
from a variety of experiences.

[What kinds of things would happen in a good education?] [In addition to regular schooling] I'd be exposed to different aspects of
life or whatever. Like different cultures, different thinking and different people's thoughts and stuff. (0095)

In a good education you learn
from experience.

What I don't know what kind of programs 1would have, but, I
would definitely have. . . something that included experience and
on-the-job training, you know? (0017)
[What is your idea of good education?] A good education is education that can be applied, that you will use in your lifetime. There's
a lot o f . . . things that you learn that are totally . . . a waste. I think
a good education is learning things that you will apply in your life.
(0 124)

In a good education, learning is
related to real lifelcan be applied in real life.

In a good education, learning
provides a broad base of knowledge.

Abstract systems

33

Exemplar

[Why is i t . . . why is it important to have that foundation of general knowledge?] So you can be well-rounded . . . everyday cotnmunications, talking to people, maybe even, you know, job related, or
even meeting people from cither cultures or other parts of the
world. (0102)

You come to understand the
world around you.

I think [a good education is] real important . . . because it gives
you greater understanding of, well, the world around you. (0010)

In a good education, you learn
self-disciplinelresponsibility.

[Why is learning self-discipline important?] . . . I think it prepares
you for the job world. (0094)

People learn in different
wayslat different rates.

[What do you mean by teachers should teach according to the way
students learn?] Not everyone is the same way. Some people pick
stuff up slower or faster, at different rates. (0133)

In a good education, learning
develops reasoning skills.

Learning is being able to take the different events around you, and
being able to organize them and cross-reference them in your own
mind and come up with the best explanation and constantly be able
to add to that and be flexible with it so that it's not static. (1472)

In a good education, students
learn to think fromlbalance
multiple perspectives.

[Education has] taught me how to think from a variety of perspectives and to take other points of view. (0079)

(Table continues)

TABLE 5. Continued
Complexity order

No.

Category
A good education combines
theory and practice.

I always have a tendency to feel that theory should be followed up
by some sort of practice or experience. (0138)

Learning is growing.

[What is your idea of the aims of a good higher education?] To
give people a basic knowledge of a number of different areas of inquiry and knowledge to prepare them, to enable them to reason
about them. (13 12)
To be educated is to keep expanding yourself-you keep growing.
I think if you close your mind to your surroundings you become
stagnated and stop growing. No matter how young or old a person
is they can learn something new. (0003)

In a good education, learning
promotes development.

Single principles

Exemplar

A good education promotes
spirituallemotional development.

[What is your idea of the aims of a good education?] It's valuable
for human beings, especially in their childhood experience, to be
educated as to the spiritual values that are theirs to be had. [Everyone] should have as a foundation the importance of spiritual values. (0087)

In a good education you come
to understand yourself.

It's really important for that one thing we just mentioned about
knowing yourself. With an education you can learn more about
yourself. (0 120)

In a good education, students
learn self-sufficiencylself-reliance.

[A good education prepares you] to be able to reason and be able
to plan, and be able to budget, and be able to organize. Yes. And to
be able to economize and use the things that you have wisely.
(00 18)

In a good education, students
learn about interconnectedness.

That's the exciting part about learning, that you get new information and . . . you can see the interrelation to other things. Our
worlds are very interconnected. For me the exciting part is figuring
out how all these things connect together and work in our world.
(0136)
[A good education will help students] to understand how science
and nature affect our lives and the world, to teach them an appreciation of being a part of the planet. (0029)

42

A good education promotes appreciation of interconnectedness.

43

A good education promotes the
development autonomous thinking.

So, part of the main aim of education I think is the development of
autonomous thinking. And the reason that that's good is that that's
the only way that you can participate in the evolution of ideas, and
the only way that you can participate effectively in your society.
(0069)

In a good education, students
develop a critical perspective1
think independently.

[Students should] develop a critical perspective on our own society
and how it functions (1329).

A good education should focus
on intellectual rigor, higher
order reasoning, or principled
reasoning.

I think that individuals ought to be engaged in the studies of whatever they want to with considerable latitude . . . but with considerable rigor on forms of thought. (0072)

(Table continues)

,

TABLE 5. Continued
Complexity order

No.

Category

Exemplar

In a good education, students
learn to engage in critical discourse.

An important aim of education is . . . to provide the opportunity
for people to get together and have . . . discussions in school so
later as a democracy we can have the important discussions that
make the democracy move forward, make it progressive. . . .
(0 137)

A good education prepares
learners for learning.

[A good education builds] bridges and ramps and connections and
collaboratives towards information gathering techniques. Learning
is much more about this process of learning how to learn and find
the things that make it engaging for you. (0137)
The main thing a good education gives is enough diversity and
enough contradictoriness that the person being educated can use
that to examine the world from a perspective of knowing that this
is what I see now, and somebody else may see it differently, and
that's all right. (0066)

In a good education, students
learn to tolerate ambiguity, appreciate subjectivity of knowledge.

In a good education, learning is
dialectical.

[Ideal learning is] a constant dialectical process that is mutually informing and correcting of our perceptions and views. (1313) '

Learning involves the restructuring of existing knowledge.

Learning takes place when things that are already known are reorganized into new patterns, using questions implicit within existing
knowledge and understanding as leading strings that indicate the
origin and direction for new material. (0125)

Note. Number in parentheses indicates case number of interviewee.

TABLE 6. Propositions Corresponding to the Play Strand
Complexity order

No.

Category

Representational
mappings

1

In a good school, you get to
playlhave recesshave parties.
In a good school, you have
friends.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why?] Because you get to have
recess and lunch. (1382)
[Why is it fun to go to school?] They like to go to school because
it is fun and her friends can play with her everyday and come to
her house. (1362)

'3

In a good school, you havefun.

[What is a good school?] When you do good stuff that will be fun.
[What do you mean by good stuff?] . . . When you have lots of
toys in your school and they say free time, that will be fun. (1360)

4

In a good school, teachers are
nice.

[What is . . . what makes a good teacher?] When they are nice.
[What is a nice teacher?] When the teacher is really nice. [What do
you mean by really nice?] When they are being really, really, really
nice. (1351)

5

In a good school, you work a n d [ W h y is it good to go to school?] Because then it is fun and you
get to play with your friends and then you get to work with your
have fun, play, or have recess,
friends and then you can have a partner to help you work. (1388)
[Are there any other things that make a good school besides having
In a good school, some schoolfun?] Maybe to have some good projects to do in a school. [Why
work (particular kind of actividoes a good school have good projects?] Because they are fun.
ty) is fun.
(1379)

2

Representational
systems

6

Exemplar

(Table continues)

,

TABLE 6. Continued
Complexity order

No.

Single
abstractions

Abstract
mappings

Category
In a good school, people (in
general) are nicelget along.

[What would make a good school?] Some place where everyone
got along. (0131)

In a good school, you learn by
playing gamesldoing projects.

[So what would be a good way to learn?] Finding out sort of
games that have work so you can learn things too, like a math
game, or computer game. Say it's a maze and you get through, you
actually answer questions. Things like that. (01 11)

A good teacher makes lessons
interesting.

[A good teacher] can make the work interesting, not just boring
projects, so it's fun that the student wants to do. Someone who
helps make learning interesting. (0143)

In a good education, learning is
funlenjoyable.

[What is a good education?] Learning a lot . . . making learning
fun. (0131)

In a good education, you get to
learn what you are interested in
learning.

[Okay. Is there anything else that's important in your concept of a
good education?] I think it has to be somehow interesting to whoever's going through it. To me it has to be something that I'm interested in. . . . (0103)
Something fun. Make it interesting. Spice it up, because. . :you're
not too motivated when it's the same "pi plus this is this," and "do
this proof just like this" and you're sleeping and you're trying to
stay awake. . . . (0092)

A good education is stimulating1
involving/engaging/motivating.

Abstract systems

A good education supports
learning for the sake of learning.

[A good education is] learning almost for the sake of learning,
from a desire to know, a desire to find out, a desire to follow something as far as you can to learn about it, not to use it, but just to
know it. (0045)

A good education promotes exploration, a spirit of enquiry.

[What is your idea of good education?] Good education is where
the environment you're in is an encouraging environment and allows you to explore your own processes. (0154)

A good education should instill
passionla love of learning.

[Students should engage in] activities that are fun and instill passion in the learner. (0130)

Participation in learning increases enjoyment.

[When you were 8 years old you said that kids should get to learn
by doing things that were fun. Do you still think that's true?] I
think it's true, definitely in the sense that I found it's very fun to do
the things you're learning about, to actually participate in what
you're learning about. That's what's fun to me now. (1331)
It's fun to be able to talk about not only baseball, but about the
stars and about history, and about art, because people like to talk
about those things when they're familiar with it. (0047)

A good education makes life
more funlenjoyable.
Single
principles

18

Exemplar

In a good educational system,
testing is an opportunity to show
off learning.

Testing ought to be less of an isolated stressor and more of a constant opportunity to show off what has been learned and to find out
what ought to be addressed next. (0125)

In a good educational system,
students are absorbed in playful
dialectic with teachers.

[Deep learning happens when student and teacher] lose themselves
in the playful back-and-forth motion of the dialectic. (0125)

(Table continues)

TABLE 6. Continued
Complexity order

No.

Category

Exemplar

20

A good education is inherently
playful.

Young children learn through a passionate engagement in playthrough interactions with their social and physical environments. A
good education should capitalize on this natural passion for learning. (1999)

21

A good education should teach
people how to play.

And I think education also has to teach people how to play as well
as to work, that they would know how to creatively play in their
life and education would validate that-if not teach it, reinforce it.
(0080)

22

School should validate students' uniqueness.

I think people should have a good time at school. I don't think they
should be afraid of school. I think it should validate the uniqueness
of each person's experience and be a valid place for them to come
to their own fulfillment. (2295)

Note. Number in parentheses indicates case number of interviewee.

TABLE 7. Propositions Corresponding to the Teaching Strand
Complexity order
Representational
mappings

No.

Category

Exemplar

1

A good teacher lets you playlgo
to the bathroom.

. . . they let me go play. They do . . . and they let you use the bathroom when you need to. (1336)

2

A good teacher can cook/writel
add.

[What is a good teacher?] MS.Jane. [Why is she a good teacher?]
She cooks a lot. [Why is it important that she cooks food for you?]
Because. I do not know why. (1337)

A good teacher gives you easy1
not too hard work.

[What is a good teacher?] I do not know. [Do you have any good
teachers?] I like a teacher. [What do you like about that teacher?]
Cause she did the work easy? [What work?] The work we had to
do. It was in this room. [What do you mean the work was easy?]
The work was not so hard. (1338)

A good teacher is nicelfunny, 01
is not meanldoesn't get mad/
shout.

[What makes a good teacher?] Nice. Not shouting. [Nice? Not
shouting? Why is it good for a teacher to be nice?] You do not be
bad. [Why is it good for a teacher not to shout?] Because that be
bad. (1377)

A good teacher helps you l e a p

[What makes a good teacher? What is a good teacher?] A teacher
that can help you learn a lot. I told you that. (1375)

A good teacher teaches you
thingslteaches "good."

[What do you think a good teacher is?] Someone who teaches you.
[What does that mean?] They teach you things like the alphabet,
and numbers and shapes (3010)
(Table continues)

TABLE 7.Continued
Complexity order

No.

Category

Representational
systems

7

A good teacher can teach more
so students can learn more or
knows how to teach you what
you have to learn.

[What is a good teacher?] A smart teacher. [Why is a good teacher
a smart teacher?] Because then you can learn more and be smarter
when you grow up. (1358)

A good teacher can teach (a list
of subjects).

[What is a good teacher?] If she teaches good things like stuff that
I just said. [What are good things?] Like science, math, and read- .
ing and learning about how animals live and how . . . what are all
the different states on the globe are. (1353)

A good teacher lets students do
fun things.

[What is a good teacher?] A good teacher is when you teach kids
and a good teacher is when you let kids do fun things. And a good
teacher is when you let kids have free time and when the teacher
lets kids have fun. (1387)

A good teacher lets you do fun
"stuff' after you learn "stuff'l
have recess and learn "stuff."

[What is a good teacher?] Someone that lets you do a lot of fun
stuff but you have to learn before you do the fun stuff. [What kind
of fun stuff does a good teacher let you do?] I forgot. (1373)

A good teacher knows the right
way to do things.

[Why is a good teacher someone who knows what is right?] Because if you do something wrong, then you will have to change
that and sometimes students work with pens and you cannot erase
the answers. (1364)

Teachers shouldn't be too nice.

[What are some of the other qualities of a good teacher?] Nice, not
too hard on students, not extremely strict but still make them work
and stuff. Not making the student feel bad but still teaching them
something. And not being too mean, which is making them feel
bad and not too nice, letting the student not learn anything. (0153)

Teachers should know/understand their students.

[What is your idea of a good education?] Well, good education
would be if you learned a lot, you know, if you had a good teacher,
someone who would understand. (0077)

Good teachers make students
want to learn.

[What would make a good teacher?] Someone who is fun, creative,
nice, and caring. [Why is it important for a teacher to be nice?] If
they're really mean, you won't get anything done because you'll be
turning off from them after a while. (2527)

Good teachers control their
temper.

[What does it mean to be strict?] To be not letting everybody do
what they want. [So what does it mean to be not too strict?] To be
nice and kind and sweet. [So strict but kind at the same time?]
Yeah. My teacher's like that. Yeah. My teacher really controls her
temper. (0 152)

A good teacher is caringlunderstandinglopen/listenslnottoo
strict.

[What makes a good teacher?] If I had a really horrible teacher,
then I wouldn't want to learn, and I'd think it was all horrible, but
it really isn't. It's really important to have a nice, understanding
teacher. (2663)

A good teacher talks/explains
things well.

[What is a good education?] A good teacher that can sit down and
talk to you and help you if you don't understand something. [Why
is it important that a good teacher be able to talk to you?] If you
didn't, if you were talking to a teacher, you didn't understand why
you got this grade, you could talk to her about it, like what happened. Or she could be a teacher who was almost nonhuman.
(2556)

Single
abstractions

12

Exemplar

(Table continues
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18

A good teacher makes students
feel important/wantedlunderstood.

[Why is it important for the teacher to be understanding?] If you
don't have an understanding teacher, if one teacher doesn't understand why you can't do this, like math, if a bunch of other students
can do it and you can't do it, the teacher just says, "You're just not
working hard enough." Instead of saying that he knows and sometimes keeps me after and says, "Why don't you understand it?
Let's go over why you don't understand it." Then, by the end I do
understand it. (2508)

19

A good teacher likeslcares
about children.

[What's a good teacher like?] They care about the class. I've got a
good teacher. When someone's hurt, the teacher says you guys
have to work at this by yourselves because someone needs an ice
pack. The teacher gives you parties. (2716)

20

A good teacher knows a lot.

[What makes a good teacher?] Someone who knows how to read
really well, knows how to write really well, knows math really well.
That's also another thing you can use for knowing, reading good,
being able to be a teacher so you can teach other kids. (2736)

21

A good teacher stimulates curiositylinterest or inspires.

22

A good teacher motivates
students.

[Why is it important for teachers to organize things so you can have
more fun?] Algebra I1 isn't the greatest thing to do. Make it interesting. Spice it up, because, I don't know, you're not too motivated
when it's the same "pi plus this is this," and "do this proof just like
this," and you're sleeping and you're trying to stay awake, and you

A good teacher does not play
favorites.

[What does it mean for a teacher to be nice? What kinds of things
would a teacher do or be?] I've noticed my teacher. She likes a
group of kids more than she likes another group of kids, and it excludes the group of kids she doesn't like. And they get treated real
bad. and the other group of kids get treated nicely. A teacher that
was all equally fair and nice to everybody would be nice to have.
(2360)

A good teacher should interact/
communicate/be friends with
students.

[Why is it important that there be a lot of interaction between the
student and the teacher?] Because if the teachers interact with the
students, they feel like they care more. . . . Sometimes I perform
better on the test because I want the teacher to feel good about
how they've been teaching me, I think. (0094)

A good teacher is versatile1
creativeluses multiple approaches.

[What makes a good teacher?] . . . a teacher who's creative and
doesn't just say, "OK, this is the straight fact" and just teaches the
lesson how it's written in the book, because usually the book isn't
that much fun. And does things in creative ways. (2606)

A teacher should obtain students' respectltrust.

[Why is it important for them to be nice and have standards at the
same time?] If they're nice, the kids will like them and respect
them more, but she might get too nice, and then the kids would do
whatever they want and not do what she says. (0141)

And I think . . . yeah, when the teacher makes you curious. It's
probably one of the ways that would make you want to learn more.
(0093)

(Table continues)
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A good teacher takes the perspective ofla personal interest
in students.

[What makes a good teacher?] A teacher that's understanding; if
there's a problem they'll think of it from the kid's side, even if the
kid does something wrong and it's the kid's fault for doing it, but
the kids might have a reason for doing it. And that's good. (2622)

A good teacher is patient1
tolerant.

[What do you think makes a good teacher?] Someone who has a
lot of patience and tolerance for children and likes being around
children. . . . In a group of children there's always going to be
some kids who don't listen or one thing is hard for them, so you
have to be really patient and just keep doing it over and over again
with them. (2688)

A good teacher should relate to
students.

[Why is it important that you be able to relate to your teachers?] If
you can't talk to your teachers as person-to-person, why would you
listen to the teacher when they were telling you stuff? It doesn't
make sense to me. Would you trust someone just on what they say?
It's good to relate to somebody on a person-to-person level when
they're teaching you so you can see where they're coming at. (0127)

30

A good teacher provides lots of
feedback.

[I like] more feedback from the teachers because I think I can
work better when I'm interacting with the teacher. (0094)

31

A good teacher should create a
learning environmenflearning
community.

[A teacher should create] a learning community, where students
and teachers, in a relaxing environment, help each other and learn
from each other. (0122)

A good teacher should get students to think welllreason effectivelylsolve problems.

[A good teacher will] train people to be able to think analytically
about problems and to look at them broadly, and to be able to effectively take part in friendly debate on these subjects. (131 1)

A good teacher should adapt
teaching to individual learners.

[A good teacher allows] students to be who they are . . . to explore
their own resources, guiding them along the way. (0154)

A good teacher gives support/
advicelguidance.

[Good teachers should] give you . . . guidance and let you explore
what you want to do. before you have to go and make a real decision. (1321)

A good teacher helps students
develop as persons.

[A good teacher] teaches you the way of the world and prepares
you for a happier life . . . to be mentally and socially stable. (1331)

A good teacher should be a
positive role modellhave integrity.

Teaching is done not only through words, but also through an example. What a teacher does often means more to his students than
what he says. (0122)

A good teacher should provide
alternativelmultipleperspectives.

[A good teacher provides multiple perspectives], making the student decide for himself. That's what an education should do. It
shouldn't decide for the student. It should give him the base from
which to decide. (0084)

A good teacher should model
rigor/focus/integrity for students.

A teacher has to be able to be willing to make a commitment to
[ethical] action, to commit his or her actions to the [values] they
are teaching. (0069)

38

(Table continues)
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39

A good teacher should work
with the larger community.

As teachers, we are not only responsible for our students, but also
responsible for our human community. With the purpose of having
a bright future, we need to work hard, together with parents and
other community members, to maximize each student's potential
and help him become a quality human being. (0122)

40

A good teacher should be aware
of the human needslcomplexity
of students.

41

A good teacher should nurture
children's naturalllearning
processesldevelopmental
processesldesire to learn.

Educators need to understand that a human being. . . not only is
he an animal-emotional-but he also . . . has intellectual potential. And these things are intertwined. . . .We have to have educators that are more interdisciplinary, that are more aware of all the
different. . . factors that influence the human being. (0006)
[A good teacher can] want to know about things, to want to be curious about the world, to want to investigate, like self-initiating.
. . . The main thing is the desire, you have to instill that desire.
Once the desire is there then the means will follow. (0150)

42

A good teacher should help students understand the uncertainty of knowledge.

[Why is it important for teachers to help students understand that
there is more than one answer?] It provokes their sense of curiosity
and discovery. They feel really free to just think and do. They
don't feel any kind of fear about, Is this the right answer? So it's a
real elemental experience that the world is not static, so we're al-

43

Good teaching is a form of
testing.

44

A teacher should provide a Socraticlquestioning environment.

Teaching is itself a form of testing, and testing a form of teaching.
When the dialectical spiral that holds between teaching and testing
is tightened and each is brought into closer proximity with the
other, each is positively affected. Teaching becomes targeted at
what comes next in the difficulty order when information from
tests is integrated into instruction, making learning as easy as possible by exposing students to what comes next, not to what they already know and not to what is too difficult for them. (0125)
[Teachers should create] a Socratic questioning, probing environment where a student can test his knowledge and gain knowledge,
and can move further on. (0007)

45

A good teacher promotes
metacognition.

Note. Number in parentheses indicates case number of interviewee.

Exemplar

[A good teacher should] give kids ways to get to understanding
about understanding, thinking about thinking. I tend to use these a
lot because I think this is the crucial next thing. We'll have to
know not only why we think something, but how it is useful, and
this thinking about thinking is a tough conversation. (0137)

TABLE 8. Propositions Corresponding to the Preparation Strand
Complexity order

No.

Representational
mappings

1

Representational
systems

Single
abstractions

4

Category

Exemplar

You go to school so you can
grow up and go to college.

[Is it important for boys and girls to go to school?] Yeah. [Why?]
So you can learn things better. [And why do you need to know
those things?] So you can grow up and go to college. (01 13)

You go to school so you can
grow up and get a job.

[Why is it important to learn stuff?] So when you grow up, you
can get a job. (0074)

You go to school so you know
how to spell/add/write when
you grow up.

[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. To learn stuff. [Why is it good to
learn stuff?] So when you grow up you know how to do stuff.
[Why is it good to know how to do stuff when you grow up? Why
is it important to know how to do stuff?] I do not know. [Why is it
important to learn stuff?] Because then you know what numbers
are called and you know the ABCs. (1381)
[Why is it good to learn how to read?] Because when you grow up
some people ask you words and if a cop asks you he may ask you
words. And they may say only if you say all the words correct I
will take you home. (1394)

You go to school so you can
learn specific skills for specific
tasks (writing and spelling so
you can write letters; adding
and subtracting so you can "do"
your checkbook).
You go to school so you can
grow up and get a good job (for
money, so you can get food,
etc.).

[Why is it good to be smarter and learn more?] Because then you
get more money when you grow up. (1358)

6

You go to school so you can
know the answers to questions or
be smarter when you grow up.

[Why is it good to go to school?] Because that makes you be
smarter and learn more. (1358)

7

A good education provides life
skills/knowledge (in general).

[But is it important to have an education when you grow up?]
Yeah. [Why?] Well, if you're going to take a job like a veterinarian, yes. There's no other way you're going to learn what it's about.
[Do you think the most important reason to get an education is to
get a good job?] Yeah, teaching also gets you ready for life ahead.
[In what way?] Let's say, the driver's ed-that will get you ready
for driving. And that would be when you're eighteen, nineteen. Oh,
I have, I have play production. And if I got interested in acting,
that would teach me how to do it, and teach me how to use my
skills so I could do it when I get older. (0020)

8

A good education prepares you
for a career.

[What are the aims of a good education?] To focus and to learn a
lot. If you focus on something you're paying attention to it and
when you go out in the work place you're not flipping burgers.
[So, why is it that paying attention to things can make it so that
you don't have to flip burgers?] Because you have the knowledge
to do careers, like advanced careers. Like teaching, accounting.
(0131)

9

A good education prepares you

[What do you think are the important aims of a good education?]
The purpose of education is to educate your mind so you can make
a good living in the future. (0142)

to make a living.

(Table continues)
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10

A good education provides interpersonal/social skills.

I've met people who are supposedly well educated who can't communicate with a turtle. They're lacking any social skills. So an education should include that. (0005)

11

A good education produces
better/respectable/responsible
people.

[Why is it important for education to prepare you for when you get
older?] So then you can get a good job and run a family if you
want to, and people can depend on you and know you are responsible and know how to do a lot of different things. You make a lot
more friends. (0148)

12

A good education prepares students to succeed/achieve personal goals.

[What are the aims of a good education?] To prepare you for the
world. So you have this knowledge base so when you get out in
the world and you're working and you have to survive, you're able
to survive and succeed. (0133)

13

A good education prepares students to contribute.

[You said something about making a contribution to society. Why
is it important?] Something that's helpful to society. Something
that is not damaging, hopefully. Something that contributes to society, of course. You have to contribute to society. [Well, why?] Because! Because you live in society, and if you don't contribute to
society then you're just taking from everybody else. It's like a big
family. Everyone has to contribute something to be able to take
something back. (0109)

14

A good education teaches survival skills.

A good education teaches survival skills. It's important to get by in
the world. What can you do if you don't have an education? You're
limited. (0059)

15

A good education should round
outlbroadenhalance the student.

. . . one of the aims of a good education should be to really round
out that person and let them experience everything and certain
things at a real up-close level. And, if it was done the right way it
would make you want to go out and get more education. (0013)

16

A good education leads to personal fulfillment/meaning.

[What is your idea of the aims of a good higher education?] Aims
of higher education? Self-fulfillment and broadening of horizons,
deepening your understanding of the world around you, and preprofessional training. (13 14)

17

A good education improves1
advances society.

[Are there any other aims of a good education?] Good education
leads to technology and medical and scientific advances, and that's
important for us to keep moving our society forward and hopefully
create a better place for us to live in. (0136)

18

A good education prepares students to function in society.

19

A good education increases
gratificationlsatisfaction.

[What should be the aims of a good education?] Well I think it
should make a person functional. You should be able to function in
whatever society that education is taking place in. (0039)
[A good education is] for background and evaluating other things
all through life, some basic for thinking about whatever they're
doing. I hate to use well-rounded, all that kind of stuff, but I think
also it gives them more satisfaction in life. They can appreciate
more of the things that are available to them. (0032)

20

A good education increases
choices/opens doors.

[What is it about helping them to understand or achieve autonomy
that makes it a good aim of education?] So they're not so reliant on
the system to make choices for them. They're not so concerned
about things like security, for instance. . . . And I think that knowledge is truly power, but the power not to . . . live narrow, constricted
lives. (0029)
(Table continues)
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21

A good education produces effective/competent/self-reliant
people.

As a teacher, my role in the education of my students is not a referee who judges which one is right, which one is wrong, or which
one is the most competent of a group. The role I should play is a
coach who gives instructions and advice with the purpose of maximizing each student's potential and help him become a competent
human being. (0122)

22

A good education promotes sociallglobal justicelwelfare.

The aim of a good education is education for autonomy, which is the
choice of principle of justice for society, upholding justice. (0073)

23

A good education promotes autonomylself-actualization1
self-examination.

To promote an autonomous person, that is, being able to do critical
thinking on his own, and be able to integrate these two elements
into a universal perspective. (0008)

24

A good education produces activeleffective citizens.

A democratic government requires, for its success, that its citizens
be educated well enough to understand what is happening. They
must understand what candidates are trying to "sell," they must understand what their government is doing, and they must understand
how their government works. Thus, the government has a responsibility to make sure that education is available to the whole population. (0123)

Note. Number in parentheses indicates case number of interviewee.

TABLE 9. Propositions Corresponding to the Socialization Strand
Complexity order

No.

Representational
mappings
Representational
systems

1
2

Category
In a good school, you get to
play with friends.
In a good school, you make
new friends.
In a good school, you get to
work with a partnerlfriend.

In a good school, you learn
things that help others.

Single
abstractions

5

In a good school, you learn to
make things that help others.

Exemplar
[Is it good to go to school?] Yes. [Why?] You can play with your
friends every day. [What is good about that?] I like them. (1349)
[What is a good education?] What is education? [What is a good
school?] Kindergarten does. [Why?] You can make new friends.
(1344)
[Why do you like being able to pick your partners?] I like being
able to pick my partners because it is more fair. [Why is it more
fair?] Because then I am kind of like the boss of who I get to pick.
[And you like to be the boss of who you get to pick? Why?] Because I have a lot of friends that I like to pick. (1355)
[Why is it important to not be dumb when you grow up?] Because
if you are dumb then if people say "What is a hundred plus a hundred" and you say "two" then it will be the wrong answer. [Why is
it good to have the right answer?] Because then when you grow up
you can tell little kids and help little kids with their homework and
stuff. (1388)
[Do you think that education would be important in the good life?]
Yeah, education. [Why is that good?] So I can learn about things.
First, you know, instead of-when I, if, when I'm a science, scientist, instead of making things that people already made. Learn
about them and then I can make other stuff for people that they
haven't even thought of yet. [What would be good about making
those things?] That people could use them for helping them with
life and things like that. (0082)
(Table continues)

TABLE 9. Continued
Complexity order

No.

Category
A good education makes you
more interesting to others.

[How would being smart benefit you?] People like smart people.
When you know a lot and you're interesting to other people, you
can make a lot of friends, it's easier to get a job if you know a lot.
(0089)

A good education helps you get
along withlwork with others.

. . . if you don't get along with your boss you get fired. And you
have to get along with your teacher, your classmates, your friends,
even people that you don't really care for you try and get along.
(0163)
[Why does a good education help you to make more friends?] People enjoy being around people who know things. It's hard to be
around someone who totally doesn't know a lot of stuff, and anything you talk about you always have to explain to them. (0148)

A good education makes it easy
to make friendslwill help you
make more friends.
Abstract
mappings

Abstract systems

Exemplar

A good education helps you
build interpersonal/social skills.

When someone would be able to . . . express themselves, to communicate with somebody else. I've met people who are supposedly
well educated who can't communicate with a turtle. They're lacking any social skills. So an education should include that. (0005)

A good education increases
self-disciplinelresponsibility.

[Why is it important for a school to provide with a routine?] Well,
they have to have the organization so they don't go crazy. I mean,
they have to be, well, I'd say for all of what our society is, routine
is what's happening. And that they want you to learn how to function in a routine until, you know, have the responsibility to a routine to make you a responsible adult. (0024)

A good education teaches students to toleratelunderstandl
appreciate differences.

[Why is it good to learn about people in other countries?] You need
to know about the different ways of life. It's a good thing to know
that there's not just this country and this way of doing stuff.
There's so many different ways of doing things and different ways
of life. [Why is it important to understand that there are different
ways of doing things?] It probably helps you to have a more open
mind. That's the main thing. (0143)

A good educational system prepares students to contribute to
society.

[You said something about making a contribution to society. Why
is it important?] Something that's helpful to society. Something
that is not damaging, hopefully. Something that contributes to society, of course. You have to contribute to society. [Well, why?] Because! Because you live in society, and if you don't contribute to
society then you're just taking from everybody else. It's like a big
family. Everyone has to contribute something to be able to take
something back. (0 109)

13

A good education teaches students to relate to adults as
equals.

You learn a new thing every day, a lot more than one. For instance,
how to relate to people. Some of that can happen to you in school
if you're in school since kindergarten. But learning to relate to
adults as equals doesn't happen inside of school. You have to go
somewhere else for that. (0109)

14

A good education exposes students to community valueslis a
process of socialization.

So this socialization process for me, is . . . about how you figure
out how to be collaborative in groups and get things done. That's
one of the best aims in education. It's a wonderful place to learn
that. (0137)

9

(Table continues)
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A good educational system
teaches students to care for life1
the world; promotes character
development; prevents antisocial behavior; promotes social
responsibility.

It should cause a person to think, not just absorb knowledge, and
. , . it would teach people interpersonal skills so that people could
more effectively deal with other people in organizations. [You
would] learn more about the environment you live in from an historical standpoint and more current things about the world that you
live in. Okay, and which allows you to be more responsible in the
environment that you live in, interactions and so forth, in decisions. (0049)

A good education teaches students to respecdcare for others.

I do think a lot of it boils down to just getting along with people,
being a team player. School prepares you for that. In some ways
families need to teach this. The Golden Rule was an important part
of our house, "DO unto others as you would have them do unto
you." School can help that because you are dealing with people
other than your family. It can teach you respect and trust to some
extent. Respect and trust are so important in life in general and
dealing with people. (0138)

A good educational system promotes social harmonylreduces
prejudice.

[Why is it important that an education provide this kind of social
learning?] We live in a social world. . . .You're going to run into
people the rest of your life, You're going to have to deal with all
different levels of authority and insanity and intelligence, all different levels of eve~thing.
d
going to have to deal with all
- - ~ n you're
of these people as they come along. . . . When you learn at a young

A good educational system promotes the survival of culture1
advances society.

[Are there any other aims of a good education?] Good education
leads to technology and medical and scientific advances, and that's
important for us to keep moving our society forward and hopefully
create a better place for us to live in. (0136)

A good educational system reduces expIoitation/results in
equal opportunity.

[What are the goals of a good education?] To make the world a
better place. [Well, what does make the world a better place mean
to you?] Less sickness, less exploitation, a more just society all the
way around. Everyone is brought up to their potential, whatever
level that is, and everyone is guaranteed housing and health and
education, just the basic necessities. (0085)

A good educational system prepares students to deal with
moral/ethical issues.

[Why do you feel it is important to engage in moral education?
Why do you feel it has that responsibility?] I think morality . . . is
learned behavior. Not completely learned, I do not mean morality
is learned behavior, I am not saying that completely, but a lot of
standards, ethical standards of conduct are learned, and that should
definitely be taught. People should be encouraged to think about
[moral issues]. Any time you have a right or responsibility in a social context, you have some issues of morality. (1319)

In a good education, students
come to appreciate human interconnectedness.

I think that the aims of a good education are from the earliest years
to develop the awareness of [our] connectedness with other persons. (0070)

(Table continues)
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Here, in greater depth, I describe conceptual development along the leaming
strand. An even more detailed example of the reintegration of structure and content is provided in the Appendix.

The representational mappings ordex In keeping with the structure of this order,
notions of leaming map concrete skills onto the accomplishment of goals, although
these goals are not yet well defined. F'ropositions include assertions that you go to
school so you can (1) learn to read/writeladd/spell/count/tell time; (2) learn so you
can go to college (Figure 10) or (3) learn so you know stuff/how to do stuff when
you gow up; (4) learn because it is bad not to know how to readadcUspe11 when
you grow up; and (5) learn so Mom and Dad will be happy. Learning (6) makes
you smart, (7) can be easy or hard, and (8) is knowing a specific fact. Although performances scored at the representational mappings order do not present explicit definitions of learning, learning is clearly viewed as an activity (easy or hard) with
consequences (makes you smart, makes you know things).
The representational systems ordex The focus at the representational systems
order is on sets or categofies of concrete skills that can be used to accomplish life
tasks (Figure 1I). These are now well specified. You go to school so you can (9)
learn skills for specific tasks (spelling so you can write letters, math so you can
write checks), (10) learn more than one thing (so you're not bored), (11) learn
good stuffllots of things, (12) learn to get high grades, and (13) learn a skill so
you can teach it to someone else. Learning is (14) how you get to know things
and how to do things. Respondents reasoning at this order clearly understand that
leaming is an activity. Moreover, learning can be either a positive or negative experience (boring or not boring), and the child conceptualizes a means for making
learning a positive experience (learning many different things). Overall, leaming
is conceptualized as a way of either getting to know specific kinds of things or
how to do specific kinds of things, with a clear understanding that learned knowledge and skills can be used in specific, concrete ways later in life.
The single abstractions ordez In keeping with the conceptual structure of the single abstractions order, a number of abstract notions about learning appear in performances. For the first time, learning is conceptualized as a mental activity that
provides understanding or general knowledge that is useful in life or can be applied to problem solving or invention. The self comes to understand the world by
thinking about what is known. F'ropositions identified for the first time at the single abstractions order include assertions that in a good education you (15) learn
to understand things; (16) learn to remember/ret~n/assimilate/know;
(17) leam
skjlls that enable you to make things that have not been made before; (18) learn
something usefuYskills for life (in general); (19) leam what you iikelsubjects in

TABLE 10. Conceptions of Good Education, by Thematic Strand and Order of Hierarchical Complexity
Complexity
order
Representational
mappings

Representational
systems

Thematic strand
Learning

Play

Teaching

Preparation

Socialization

Learning is an activity (easy or
hard) that happens
in school. YOU
learn particular
facts or skills like
spelling, addition,
multiplication because they lead to
knowing how to
do stuff, being
"smart," getting a
job, or going to
college.

A good school is
one in which you
get to play and
have fun. The
child does not
connect concepts
of fun and play to
learning. Learning
is work. Play is
fun.

The focus is on
specific experiences with particular teachers.
Teachers are described as nice or
mean, and some
teaching activities
are described, e.g.,
"She tells us what
to do."

You go to school
so you can get a
job, go to college,
or do ''stuff' when
you grow up.

In a good school,
you get to play
with friends. Playing with friends occurs as an activity
unconnected with
learning.

Children understand that the
things they learn
in school can he
taught to others or
used for accomplishing specific
life tasks in either
the present or future. They may

In a good school,
students do school
work and have fun
(in the form of recess or other play).
School is more fun
if the teacher
andlor your
friends are nice to
you.

A good teacher
knows things so
she or he can
teach things. A
good teacher is
also someone who
helps students
learn and lets them
do things they like
to do.

also think that
learning the same
thing all the time
is boring.

Single
abstractions

For the first time,
learning is conceptualized as a mental activity that
provides understanding or general knowledge that
is useful in life or
can be applied to
problem solving or
invention. While
knowledge is still
something given,
the learner is now
a participant in its
assimilation being more or less
interested, or
learning in different contexts.

A good education
makes you smart,
or provides specific skills, such as
mathematics, reading, and writing,
which are useful
for accomplishing
particular life
tasks. For exam-

Not only is school
a place to play with
friends, it is now
viewed as a place
to make new
friends or to do
school work with
friends.

ple, you learn to
add so you can
keep your accounts, to write so
you can correspond with customers, etc.
Knowledge acquisition is enhanced
when students
have fun. Interest
motivates learning
because it makes
learning fun. Fun
learning is interesting learning.
Certain fun or
playful activities
are explicitly seen
as educational. It
is the teacher's job
to make learning
interesting.

A good teacher is
nice, controls his1
her temper, listens
to students, and
makes students
feel good. Good
teachers also make
learning fun and
interesting. Teachers can make the
work of learning
easier or harder,
depending on how
nice andlor interesting they are.
While teachers
should be nice,
they should not be
so nice they lose
control of the
classroom.

Respondents at
this level generdize the notion that
education provides
you with skills
that allow you to
accomplish specific tasks. Now
good education
provides general
life skills or
knowledge, prepares you for a career, or prepares
you to make a living.

The focus is on the
immediate (in the
interpersonal sense)
benefits of socialization-being interesting, having
and making friends,
mutual liking, and
making things that
help others. It is
understood that
school can play a
role in providing
the skills needed to
achieve some of
these benefits.

(Table continues)

TABLE 10. Continued
Complexity
order
Abstract
mappings

Abstract
systems

Thematic strand
Learning

Play

Teaching

Preparation

The notion that
students learn
through understanding appears.
Learning now includes learning to
think and learning
skills for learning,
which is now seen
to take place in
both formal and
informal environments. The self
comes to understand the world by
thinking about
what is known.

Active engagement in learning is
central to the
learning process.
The notion of interest is differentiated into concepts
like involvement,
engagement, and
inspiration, all of
which point to the
absorption of the
learner. However,
they are generated
by others (teachers). Social interaction is important
insofar as it enhances engagement.

A teacher's role is
more differentiated
at this level. In addition to stimulating the motivation
to learn, good
teachers are expected to engage
students as
"equals," by respecting them, befriending them,
and taking students' perspectives
into account. A
good teacher also
has a varied "bag
of tricks," employed to sustain
engagement and
promote learning.

Life skills are organized into types
that serve general
functions, such as
successful social
interaction, basic
survival, and personal goal attainment. The acquisition of a range of
skills is important
because it leads to
an enhanced, SUCcessful life in
which individuals
are prepared to
contribute to their
own well-being
and the well-being
of significant
others.

The notion of active participation
in learning is coordinated with the
idea that inteliectual engagement
can be increased
through social interaction to produce the idea that
good learning
takes place in a
discursive, participatory context.
This is not the
defining context
for learning, but is
the most enjoyable.

Good teachers create an enyironment
in which learning
is supported. Because students
have different
learning styles, a
good learning environment provides individualized learning opportunities and
feedback. It is also
one in which intellectual functioning
and skills for
learning are emphasizei, rather
than particular
content.

The focus now
turns to learning
as a developmental
process, requiring
generalized skills,
like how to. reason
and how to balance perspectives.
Knowledge is organized into domains (moral, spiritual, social, personal, scientific,
etc.).

The goals of a
good education are
to enhance psychological and
material wellbeing as important
and different aspects of the good
life and to enable
the individual to
function and contribute to society.
Quality of life is
related to how one
functions within
the larger society.

Socialization
A good education
goes beyond enhancing an increasingly differentiated
assortment of social
skills that are useful in attracting and
supporting relationships. A good education also produces good people
who can maintain
relationships, in
part by learning tolerance, self-discipline, and responsibility.

Education is a
process of socialization in which society is advanced.
A good education
should prepare students to contribute
to and maintain society. Learning to
care for, respect,
and tolerate differences in others is
valued as important
to the maintenance
of a healthy society.

(Table continues)

TABLE 10. Continued
Complexity
order
Single
principles

Learning

Play

Learning is spoken
of in terms of subjectivity, ambiguity, and integration.
Skills for integrating and transforming knowledge are
emphasized, such
as analytical or
discursive reasoning. Learning itself
is viewed as discursive and constructive. Ideal education integrates
moral, spiritual,
and personal aspects, with the aim
of producing
adults who are
able to participate
in and advance humanity and the
planet.

The notion that good
learning takes place
in social interactions
is coordinated with
the idea that learning
is discursive. Learning is viewed as a dialectical process in
which teacher and
student (or student
and student) get
caught up in the playful activity of learning. Testing-as a
continuous spiral of
feedback on performance-is one way
of conceptualizing
this playful back-andforth. This dialectic
defines the learning
process.

Thematic strand
Teaching
The appreciation of
students as individuals with unique learning styles, developmental positions, and
needs is extended beyond the.borders of
the classroom. The
home, the school, and
the larger community
are viewed as interpenetrating systems,
all of which have an
impact on learning.
To teach effectively,
the teacher must participate at all levels.
Love, in the sense of
a generalized appreciation for the humanity of students, is
viewed as necessw
to effective teaching.

Preparation

Socialization

Personal wellbeing and social welfare
are integrated.
Psychological
and material
well-being are
viewed as part
of a larger picture in which
education is a
vehicle for the
simultaneous
and non-contradictory promotion of both
social justice1
welfare and
personal empowerment/
autonomy.

Interpersonal and
societal benefits of
a good education
are coordinated to
produce the notion
of education as a
means for producing active citizens
who can not only
maintain but transform the societies
in which they live.
Humanity, conceived of as human
beings embedded in
social systems, is
advanced in this
process.
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A good
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FIGURE 11. Representation systems conception of learning at school.

is not

I

boring

FIGURE 12. Single abstractions conception of learning in a good education.

Respondents assert that important learning occurs in both formal and informal contexts. You can learn (26) from a variety of experiences or (27) from experience itself. Good learning can be (28) related to real lifelapplied in real life.
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as (3 1) self-discipline or responsibility. Individuals performing at this order also
recognize that (32) people learn in different ways or at different rates.

education (0093)

9
is one in which

learning that
helps you to
learn more

.

learning is
engaging

0
because

you can master
a subject

h

this helps you to
learn better

you can prepare
for the career of

FIGURE 13. Abstract mappings conception of learning in a good education.

Moreover, many respondents performing at this complexity order think that the
subject matter of learning should (29) provide a broad base of knowledge and
help you (30) understand the world around you. You should also learn such things

- ---- --

-

The abstract systems order. At the abstract systems order, respondents further differentiate the conceptions of learning developed at the abstract mappings order
and integrate them into multivariate systems. The abstract mappings idea that
good learning involves learning to think is elaborated and incorporates multiple
perspectives, thinking skills, and processes. Respondents assert that a good education (33) develops reasoning skills, and that students should (34) learn to think
from or balance multiple perspectives, and learn from a combination of (35) theory and practice (Figure 14). Learning is now conceptualized as a process of
growth or development. Respondents argue that (36) learning is growing or that
(37) learning promotes development. Learning occurs in multiple domains, incorporating, for the first time, the notions that education should promote (38) spiritual and emotional development, (39) self-understanding, or '(40) self-sufficiency
or self-reliance.There is a new notion that learning is a way of coming to understand (41) the interconnectedness of things in the world and the importance of
(42) developing an appreciation of this interconnectedness.
The single principles order. At the single principles order, individuals most often
conceptualize learning from the perspective of themselves standing outside of a particular social context. The defining principle of this perspective is that good learning (43) promotes the development of autonomous thinking, which allows persons
to participate in the evolution of ideas, society, or civilization (Figure 15). This requires (44) a critical perspective or the ability to think independently; (45) intellectual rigor, higher order, or principled reasoning; and (46) the ability to engage in
critical discourse. Students must be (47) prepared for learning with broad range of
skills and (48) learn to tolerate or appreciate the ambiguity or subjectivity of knowledge. Ideal learning (49) is dialectical, in that it involves constructive discourse, and
(50) involves the restructuring of existing knowledge into new forms.
Although the general notion that education involves learning is present at
every complexity order studied in this article, the particular meanings constructed along this strand change dramatically from order to order, starting with the
idea that learning is something people do to be able to do or know specific things,
and culminating in the complex notion that learning is a process of development
that occurs both within individuals and the societies in which they live. As can
be seen in Table 10, a similar trend is evident across the preparation, play, teaching, and socialization strands.
My goal in this analysis was to examine and describe continuities and discontinuities in meaning from one complexity order to another by conducting a
detailed investigation of the development of meaning along the thematic strand
education as preparation. To make this possible, I first distinguished between
the hierarchical complexity of interview performances and their propositional
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14. Abstract systems conception of learning in a good education.

content by coding these two aspects of performance separately. I then sorted
the propositional content of performances by the hierarchical complexity of interviews in which they were identified. I submitted the propositions in these
thematic strands to a process in which the meanings generated at each order of
hierarchical complexity were integrated with the principles of that order in descriptive categories.

effective
participation in

1

participation in the
evolution of ideas

F T G W 15. Single principles conception of learning in a good education.

Domain-Independent Versus Domain-Spec$c Research:
A Comparison of Results
In this section, I explore whether an analysis in which hierarchical cornplexity and conceptual content are initially analyzed independently produces descriptions of the meanings constructed at each developmental level that are similar to stage definitions produced through other methods. In this analysis, 1cornpared the stage definitions at analogous stages on several developmental scales
with the descriptive categories constructed in this article for the learning, play,
teaching, preparation, and socialization strands. Table 10 shows the descriptive
categories for all five strands by order of hierarchical complexity. These are compared with the educational conceptions presented in Table 1.
The representational mappings ordez Only one of the domain-specific systems
in Table 1 provides level definitions that correspond to representational mappings: Marton and his colleagues' (Marton et al., 1993) conceptions of learning.
Their learning as facts category maps nicely onto the representational mappings
order conception of learning as acquiring particular facts or skills.
The representational systems o r d e ~In the sequences shown in Table 1, knowledge at the representational systems order is viewed as absolute, held by and received from authorities, and learned through memorization. The teacher's job is
to present knowledge, and the learner's job is to retain that knowledge. The concrete conceptions described in Table 10 replicate and expand on these notions.
Knowledge is conceived of as particular subject matter or skills that are transmitted from the teacher to the student. Learning is viewed as work (which, from
the representational systems perspective, is rarely fun), so play is seen as an alternative to learning. Teachers are described as nice or mean, and their job is to
transmit factual knowledge or specific skills. There is a beginning notion of
school as preparation for work, but the nature of this relation is not articulated.
Although playing with friends is an important school activity, it is not viewed as
part of the educational enterprise. Rather, it is viewed, as is other play, as relief
from the work of learning.
The single abstractions order As shown in the review of the sequences in Table
1, at this level knowledge continues to be viewed as absolute, but the belief that
authorities hold the truth has been undermined by the realization that authorities
do not always agree. Learning is a more active process than at the previous level,
primarily the result of a new emphasis on practicing with or applying knowledge.
Teachers should be organized, maintain appropriate control, provide feedback,
and encourage active learning.
The descriptions in Table 10 replicate and expand on these notions. The emphasis on applying knowledge leads to an expansion of the appropriate content
of learning, as seen at the single abstractions order of the preparation strand.

Here, the appropriate content of learning includes conventional subjects as well
as the set of real-world skills needed for friendship, work, raising a family, and
other life activities. An emphasis on learning through doing and for application
is also seen at the single abstractions order of the play strand, where learning and
enjoyment are linked for the first time via the concept of interest. When students
have their own notions of why and what they are learning and experience being
caught up in the activity of leming, they can conceptualize learning as a potentially h n activity.
On the learning strand, the notion that students should understand what is
learned first appears. Understanding knowledge means taking it in correctly or
being able to apply it appropriately. Good teachers assist this process by making
learning interesting. They also enhance learning by listening to students, controlling their tempers, and making students feel good, but, although teachers
should be nice, they should not be so nice that they lose control of the class. On
the socialization strand, the notion that education can provide some of the skills
necessary for friendship appears, extending appropriate learning beyond traditional subject matter to an important life skill.
The abstract mappings ordez Across the sequences described in Table 1, individuals at the abstract mappings order are caught up in an apparent contradiction,
asserting both that (a) there are absolute or ultimate truths and that (b) knowledge
is contextual. Whereas, at the previous level, respondents evaluated the veracity
of knowledge by how successfully it could be applied, respondents at this level
view truth as something to be sought through an active process. This notion of
learning as a process is elaborated on the learning strand in Table 10, where the
learner is viewed as an active participant in learning, not simply through affective engagement, as at the single abstractions order, but by applying thinking and
leaming skills, building new knowledge by thinking about what is known. This
new sense of knowledge as constructed results in a notion of "contextual truth,"
which coexists with "ultimate truth'' in a contradiction that is not resolved until
the abstract systems order.
Consistent with a notion of learning as a process in which students take an
active role, the theme of engagement is common at the abstract mappings
order. Because truth is now seen as something that remains to be discovered,
the learner must p a h i p a t e in its pursuit. Although abstract mappings performers do not assert that all learning ought to be interesting, engaging, or fun,
they clearly articulate the ways in which learning can be made more enjoyable.
Most important, they assert that learners should be actively engaged in the
learning process. Engagement is enhanced by social interaction in the form of
group projects and discussions. Although the active role of the learner is emphasized, the responsibility for creating optimal learning conditions still resides with the teacher, whose job it is to inspire, motivate, and otherwise engage students in learning by employing a varied "bag of tricks."
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The purpose of education is to prepare students with a set of life skills, organized into types that serve general functions, such as successful social interaction, basic survival, and personal goal attainment. A successful life is defined in
terms of being able to support the well-being of significant others as well as the
self. In keeping with this concern for others, the notion that education should produce good people appears. A good person is defined as one who can maintain relationships, tolerate differences, exercise self-discipline, and act responsibly.
Groups of skills and qualities of character at this order have the same "bag of
tricks" flavor ascribed to teaching skills. One gets the impression that all life and
learning problems can be resolved by application of the appropriate skills.
The abstract systems ordez At the abstract systems order in the sequences in
Table 1, knowledge has lost its absolute quality. Earlier conceptions of learning
as knowledge reproduction and leaming as personal insight are integrated into an
abstract systems conception of understanding, in which all knowledge is seen as
relative to interpretation and context. Consequently, personal understanding and
evaluation are emphasized. The goal of teaching is to guide students toward ways
of thinking that enhance understanding by encouraging them to reflect on their
own thought processes. Students should be caught up in the activity of learning.
The conception of knowledge as relative to interpretation and context is apparent
on the learning strand in Table 10, where a good education includes means of
coping with the uncertainty of knowledge. The appropriate content of learning
includes knowledge from several content domains, but the focus is on global
learning skills, such as how to learn and how to reason.
Because m t h is no longer seen as something that can be revealed by experts,
the notion that the teacher is ultimately responsible for learning loses sway. Now,
learning is seen as emerging from the interaction of ideas and experience. Consequently, the idea of learning as a social-interactiveprocess emerges on the play
strand. Good learning is viewed as inherently enjoyable, ideally taking place in
a discursive, participatory context, and motivated by the self's desire for understanding. Good teachers maximize student learning by creating an environment
that supports individual learning styles and provides opportunities for students to
engage in a variety of learning experiences. Particular content knowledge is subordinated to the goal of learning to learn.
On the preparation and socialization strands, individuals now take the perspective of the social system, but there is a tension between the good of the social system and the individual. A good education should enhance one's material
and psychological well-being and prepare one to take one's place as a contributing member of society. But enhancing material and psychological well-being is
good for the self, and contributing to society is good for the social system. The
two systems of goals are not coordinated at this level. Rather, they exist in parallel, with occasional overlap, as when one has a personally fulfilling and lucrative job that also happens to serve society. The failure to integrate personal and
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societal goals of education is apparent on the socialization strand, where the
goals of social education are seen exclusively in terms of maintaining and advancing society.
The single princ@les or&z True coordination of individual and societal perspectives takes place at the level of the single principles order in Table 1. At this
level, the coordination of systems-the social system, the self system, knowledge
systems, etc.-is a prominent theme. The type of coordination employed in single principles performances is dialectical (Basseches, 1984). The good is not
seen as something that can be defined from an objective viewpoint but as an
evolving understanding that continually incorporates new knowledge from multiple perspectives. In the same way, learning itself is viewed as transformative.
Consistent with the notion of leaming as a transformative process, skills for
integrating and transforming knowledge are emphasized on the learning strand in
Table 10. Learning is commonly spoken of in terms of development and integration. The content of learning integrates moral, spiritual, and personal aspects,
with the goal of producing balanced, effective, powerful people. On the play
strand, education is viewed as a fundamentally playful activity in which knower
and known, teacher and student, are caught up in and transformed through a dialectical spiral of meaning making. This dialectical exchange defmes the Iearning process. One of the roles of good teachers is to set up exchanges of this kind.
Beyond their interactions with students, which should be influenced by an
understanding that students are unique individuals with different learning styles,
developmental positions, and needs, teachers must go beyond the classroom to
recognize and appreciate their own and their students' embeddedness in interpenetrating social systems. Interestingly, love, in the sense of a generalized appreciation for the humanity of students, is viewed by some persons performing
at this level as necessary for effectiveteaching.
On the preparation and socialization strands, contradictions between conceptions of personal well-being and social welfare are eliminated. Social justice
is defined in terms of the well-being of persons, and the well-being of persons is
seen as fundamentally contingent on an optimally fmctioning social system.
They cannot be defined independently. Consequently, one of e e roles of education is to produce citizens who cannot only maintain society but who can participate in its transformation toward the ideals of justice and welfare and personal
empowement and autonomy.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The hierarchical complexity analysis shows that hierarchical complexity
s c o ~ provides
g
assessments of developmental level that reveal interesting patterns of performance. The analysis suggests that cognitive development proceeds
from complexity order to complexity order in the specified sequence. It supports
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the notion that this progress is wave-like, proceeding in a series of developmental spurts and plateaus across six complexity orders, spanning childhood and
adulthood. The Rasch estimates generated from these data show that, at every
complexity order, consolidated performances are more often expected than
sitional performances. These patterns provide some evidence supporting the POsition that the mechanisms of development may be similar across childhood and
adulthood, although the pattern is less clear for older adults, given that there were
only 15 respondents in this sample over the age of 64 years.
Education and age are both good predictors of stage in childhood and early
adolescence, whereas education is a better predictor in late adolescence and
adulthood. Sex is not an important predictor of development once educational attainment has been taken into account.
Although the hierarchical complexity of a performance reveals a great deal
about its form and order of abstraction, it makes no direct reference to its spec$c conceptual content. Consequently, I have presented the results of a propositional analysis of the texts and demonstrated how these could be used to construct descriptions of the conceptual content associated with each complexity
order. This attempt to differentiate and then reintegrate the concep!xal and structural features of reasoning, as they have been defined here, was productive. Results were analogous to those produced by other methods of concept analysis,
and the findings contribute much to our understanding of the development of
evaluative thinking about education.
What is a good education?Although the present project does not give a complete answer to this question, the existing literature provides some clues to the
ways in which individuals value education, and the present analysis gives a relatively coherent account of the development of evaluative thought in this domain.
In the thematic strands identified in this analysis, each complexity order is
associated with both increasing differentiation in the conceptual content brought
to bear in individual propositions and the increasing integration of this content to
produce new meanings. Whereas increasing differentiation and integration require an increase in both informational knowledge and the ability to coordinate
a growing number of perspectives, making conceptions at the higher levels appear more adequate than at the lower levels, it does not provide any evidence of
a relationship between educational evaluations and the efficacy of educational intewentions. One is left wondering whether the more differentiated and integrated conceptions of the higher complexity orders are more accurate in their depiction of appropriate educational approaches and aims than are those at the lower
levels. In fact, there is some evidence that this may not necessarily be the case.
Some learning style research indicates that a match between leaming preferences
and leaming strategies produces more successful leaming than a mismatch (e.g.,
Durn, Griggs, Olson, & Beasly 1995; Nelson et al., 1993; Zampogna, Gentile,
Papalia, & Silber, 1976). Intervention studies with a developmental perspective
will be required to adequately address this question.

One of the strengths of this project over previous investigations of the development of educational conceptions is the wide age range of the respondents.
This prevents one of the problems introduced in earlier research, which focused
largely on adult and adolescent conceptions. In earlier research, lower level definitions were likely to be compromised by the lack of data from younger respondents (Dawson, 2003). It is very m c u l t to define any given level without
evidence of what occurs at the previous level.
The analysis presented in this article is not exhaustive. For example, it was
apparent from patterns in the distribution of propositions (not presented here)
that some conceptions are more common than others. How can patterns like these
best be understood? By examining individual differences in the distribution of
propositions, we may be able to construct models of development for the participants who were tested on multiple occasions. We have already uncovered some
indications of multiple developmental pathways, in the sense that different
themes appear to dominate the performances of different individuals. By modeling individual trajectories, we may be able to spec* alternative pathways for the
development of conceptions in th& domain.
As we move up the deve10pmenta.l continuum, as prtrayed in Table 10, it is
apparent that conceptions found at one order of complexity axe often constructed
from elements present in multiple strands at the previous order of complexity. For
example, the notion of learning through play is constructed at the single abstractions order from conceptions of learning and play found on strands at the representational system order. This thematic overlap not only makes it difficult to
maintain the division of propositions into thematic strands, but it also suggests
that development along one strand is not independent of development on other
strands. This same phenomenon occurs when one attempts to differentiate between domains of reasoning. For example, morality and education are often considered to be merent domains of thought, but conceptions of good education
begin to incorporate moral concepts at the abstract mappings order in this sample,
and by the abstract systems order, sociomoral considerations dominate the preparation and socialization strands. A more in-depth analysis of this phenomenon
might be achieved by conducting a detailed examination of the development of
performances along a single strand, identifiing the points at which conceptions
from other strands or domains contribute to new constmctions. At present, I envision a network such as that rather simplistically depicted in Figure 16. If the relationships suggested in the figure hold true across thematic strands, a developmental account of reasoning will have a web-like quality, as suggested by Fisher
(19981, intepting an increasing number of thematic strands into conceptions
within each strand as reasoning increases in complexity.
The success of the methodological approach employed in this analysis has
several implications for cognitive developmentalresearch. As noted, there are several sources of evidence that the fierarchical Complexity Scoring System assesses the same dimension of reasoning performance as other stage-scoring systems:
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Education as Play

A

Single principles

FIGURE 16. Integrating multiple themes.

order of hierarchical complexity. Combined with the evidence that descriptive categories analogous to stage descriptions in other systems can be produced by reintegrating the propositional content of texts with the organizing principles of the
complexity order at which they occur, this finding has profound implications.
First, developmental progress across domains can be sensibly compared; second,
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relationships between the propositional content of constructions at the same complexity order in different domains can be examine& and third, scoring itself is
simplified, with only one system to learn and no need to develop a scoring manual for each new domain investigated.
What has emerged is a developmental ruler, which, like all good rulers, can
be applied in multiple contexts as a unidimensional measure of an abstract quality (Fisher, 1998). Good developmental science, like any science, requires measures of this kind. When multiple scientists begin to use agreed-on measures that
produce accurate and reliable measurements, science is invariably advanced
(Fischer & Dawson, 2002).
Current research with the hierarchical complexity construct includes an investigation of the development of science conceptions in an inner-city high
school and a project investigating the development of reasoning about evidence
and leadership in government employees. Both projects link primary research,
assessment, and customized learning interventions. Insights gleaned from the
use of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System on earlier projects have also
resulted in the development of a computerized scoring system for texts (Dawson
& W~lson,2004). This system is being tested in a number of contexts, including
program evaluation at a liberal arts college interested in assessing the effectiveness of its developmental mission.
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APPENDIX
An Example of the Reintegration of Prepositional Content According
to the Organizational Principles of the Single Abstractions Order
At the single abstractions order, I identified the following propositional categories
and assigned them to the socialization strand:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In a good school, you learn to make things that help others;
A good education makes you more interesting to others;
A good education helps you get along withlwork with others;
A good education helps you build interpersonal/social skills.

At the single abstractions order, the conceptual elements of statements are organized
into abstract propositions, which consist of two or more generalized concepts (such as
being interesting, having lots of friends, working together, understanding one another)
that can be associated with one another additively or sequentially. These propositions take
the form of assertions and can be accompanied by supporting examples. Given the conceptions listed above, the following are some constructions that would be possible at the
single abstractions order:
1. A good education helps you get along with other people. You don't fight as
much.
2. In a good education, you could learn to make things that help people who are
sick, such as a new drug for cancer.
3. A good education makes you interesting. You can talk about a lot of things.
4. In a good education, you get to make friends, like if the teacher lets you work
in groups, and you get to play with friends at recess.
In these constructions, although some kind of relation between the elements present
in propositions seems to be implied, this relationship is not explicated. At the single abstractions order, individuals do not construct explicitly logical antecedents and consequents with abstractions as elements. The following construction is at the abstract mappings order rather than the single abstractions order: In a good education you learn to work
together. This teaches you social skills you need in order to understand each other. [If children work together, then they will learn social skills; and if they learn these, then they will
come to understand one another.]
The following are two examples of performances scored at the single abstractions.
order from actual interviews:
1. [Why is it important that a good education makes you smart?] People like smart
people. You can make friends.
2. [Why is it important to work together in a good education?] So that you get
along with the other people, and that you do a whole bunch of stuff together. [What kinds
of things are you talking about doing together with the other people?] Writing out a project, or doing a garbage thing where you get a big garbage bag and you pick up some
garbage that's on your street. [Why are those kinds of things important to a good education?] It helps you work together and you like each other more.
Given the propositional content identified in the present sample, and the structuring
principles of the single abstractions order, a description of reasoning at the single ab-
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stractionsorder can be constructed as follows: The socialization components of a good education at the single abstractions order are limited to rather immediate (in the interpersonal sense) benefits of socialization-being interesting, having and making friends, mutual liking, and making things that help others. It is understood that education can play a
role in providing the skills needed to achieve some of these benefits.
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